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Abstract 
Einstein’s weak equivalence principle suggests that gravity and acceleration (centrifugal force) 
are indistinguishable from each other and, therefore, equivalent. We maintain that they are not 
only equivalent, but even identical, or to rephrase the main statement of this work: A gravitational 
force does not exist. Rather, gravity is a fictitious force, or, more pointedly: Gravity is the centrifu-
gal force which acts upon material bodies within the rotating S3-hypersphere of the Universe. 
These in turn warp the adjacent space-fabric, shaping it to the well-known field geometry of gen-
eral relativity. 
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1. Introduction 
As widely known proposed Georges Lemaître in 1927 and Edwin Hubble in 1929 a redshift of far-away galaxies, 
which is proportional to their distance (to a high degree in the “nearer” neighborhood of the Milky Way Galaxy) 
[1] [2]. Since that time “Hubble’s law” is considered as due to the isotropic expansion of the Universe and, thus, 
apart from the nearly uniform cosmic microwace background (CMB) radiation of 2.725 K, as the main observa-
tional pillar for the standard cosmological model. Within the framework of the latter the Universe is described 
by a spacetime manifold endowed with the homogeneous and isotropic Friedmann-Robertson-Walker metric. In 
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summary the picture that emerges from imposition of the Einstein equations on this metric is of the Universe 
expanding away from an initial singularity of infinite density (big bang). However, between the predictions of 
the expansion hypothesis and the observations made by astronomers especially in the last decades are fatal con-
tradictions. These only partially could be evaded through the recourse to new hypothetical things, as e.g. the so 
called dark energy, an enigmatic negative pressure in the expanding Universe which presumingly dominates and 
accelerates the latter at late times. This hypothetical energy component has been invented solely to adjust theory 
to observational results, i.e. direct luminosity measurements of very distant type Ia supernovae in comparison to 
distance calculations of the latter from their redshift on the grounds of big bang theory (e.g. Riess et al., 2001 
[3]). Other recent observations strongly hind at further incostencies in current big bang paradigm, e.g.: 

1) Red galaxies are clustered more strongly than blue galaxies, with both the brightest and faintest red galax-
ies showing the strongest clustering. Furthermore, red and blue galaxies tend to occupy different regions of 
space (Swanson, 2008 [4]). 2) The evidence is overwhelming that the vicinity of the Galaxy is the domain of 
relative small star-forming galaxies, while farther away (in earlier epochs according to big bang theory) giant 
galaxies exist(ed) and preveil(ed). This phenomenon, which is dubbed down-sizing, is obviously at odds with 
the basic premise of hierarchical structure formation paradigm of big bang theory (see e.g. Renzini and Daddi, 
2008 [5]). 3) High-z UV surface brightness data for galaxies from the Hubble Ultra Deep Field (HUDF) and 
low-z data from the Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX) have been used to test predictions of a Friedmann- 
Robertson-Walker expanding Universe and a non-expanding Universe up to z = 6. The data from HUDF as well 
as from GALEX are clearly compatible with a non-expanding Universe and incompatible with the expansion 
hypothesis (Lerner, 2005 [6]). 4) Full-sky temperature maps of the CMB at very low temperature from the 
“Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe” (WMPA) exhibit some statistically significant anomalies compared 
to standard inflationary cosmology (e.g. Craig, 2005 [7]).  

It is well known that from a purely mathematical point of view it is indemonstrable whether the spatial section 
M of the spacetime manifold M4 = R × M of the Universe we happen to live in is Euclidian (E3), spherical (S3) or 
hyperbolic (H3). Or, to rephrase this within in the framework of standard cosmology, whether the Gaussian cur-
vature of M is k = 0, 1, or, −1, respectively. Here we demand k = 1 and maintain and will show in the following 
that: 

1) The Universe is a closed, static, self-containing three-sphere S3 rotating steadily in four-dimensional space 
spatially with Euclidian E4 metric geometrically (locally) and neither expanding nor retracting; 

2) The Hubble (Cosmological) redshift is due to the four-dimensional orthogonal displacement spatially of the 
emitter from the receiver’s tangential Minkowski space in the three-sphere S3, being equivalent to the bending of 
the light’s trajectory in the curved space of the latter and not to its expansion; 

3) The deviations of distance calculations on the grounds of supernova data from the standard expansion 
model, which currently are ascribed to the mentioned putative dark energy, correctly reflect the light’s redshift 
due to curvature of the hypersphere and, thus, are no deviations at all;  

4) Gravity is a fictitious force caused by the S3-latitude dependent centrifugal force within the rotating hyper-
sphere in association with the warping of the local space fabric around material bodies and not a special attract-
ing force of nature; 

5) The cosmic microwave background radiation (CMB) is the enthropic (Planckian) radiation in the closed, 
static three-sphere S3 and not relic radiation of the big bang; 

6) The large-angle “anomalies” in the CMB are imprints of the Universe’s four-dimensional shape and of the 
floating Milky-Way Galaxy’s location in the latter in ever more distant past and no anomalies at all. The same 
applies to the recently detected very regular tiny temperature fluctuations of the CMB, which falsely have been 
interpreted as gravitational waves in the very beginning of the putative expanding Universe; 

7) Rest mass and energy of the protron are equivalent to quantum of rest time, being the physical projection of 
minor four-dimensional warpings spatially of three-dimensional flat space locally of the three-sphere S3 into lo-
cal four-dimensional space and are not associated with a special field of nature; 

8) Mass of celestial bodies results from their four-dimensional height cubed spatially and is calculable from 
the latter;  

9) The so-called Dark matter is the calculable gravitational mass of the S3-latitude dependent energy content 
of a cosmic body’s exterior and interior Schwarzschild field—Schwarzschild mass—and not a form of whatever 
matter;  

10) Owing to Foucault’s law, according to which rotation axis and direction of rotation of a spinning heavy 
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gyro in a rotating system tend to come in coincidence with the respective parameters of the latter by the shortest 
way, a fast rotator will warp its local S3-space and divert the universal centrifugal force within the rotating S3- 
hypersphere with the physical consequence that its state of motion in and outside of gravitational fields can be 
calculably altered. 

The proposed physical notion of the Universe explains all contradictions and constraints of current cosmo-
logical theory, as will be shown below, especially delivers the redshift by bending of lightpath the correct data 
of the supernova observations (e.g. of SN 1997ff) and, thus, reveals the “deviations” from standard big bang 
theory being an illusionary effect. A hypothetical dark energy to explain the deviations of distance calculations 
on the grounds of supernova data from the standard model is not needed in the correct cosmological theory. Fur- 
thermore, among others delivers the novel cosmologigal notion a convincing explanation of the origin of mass 
and time, and, in connection with this, of “dark matter”. 

However, the greatest preference of the emerging novel picture of the Universe’s true geometry and the asso-
ciated physics doubtlessly is the possibility of testing it in accordance with the above No. 10) in the Earthly 
laboratory by relative unsophisticated experiments—aside from the mentioned observational support—, as will 
be shown in chapters 10 and 11 (see also Appendix 4 and Appendix 5). 

The implications are also of major technological importance in the widest sense.   
In a first step we explicitly take recourse to Einstein’s static cosmological model of 1917, but without the fa-

mous constant Λ [8]. Thus, relying on and in accord with the latter, we assume the metric of the Universe to be 
one of a perfect static, but time-independent and spinning three-sphere S3 with a fixed volume 2π2Ρ3 (as a first 
step for convenience and reasons of simplicity; later on it will be shown that the observed “anomalies” in the 
CMB suggest an ellipsodial Universe as a more realistic approach), where Ρ (capital RHO) denotes constant ra-
dius of the Universe, i.e. the metric induced on the set of fixed points at unit distance from the origin in a geo-
metrically four-dimensional space with (locally) Euclidian E4 metric with the coordinate differences squared: 

2 2 2 2 2X Y Z W P+ + + = . 

2. Heuristic Arguments in Favor of Reddening of Deflected Light 
In order to underlay the latter assumption and the above thesis 2), respectively, obviously first and foremost 
convincingly has to be shown that redshift of light also necessarily follows from the light’s curved trajectory 
owing to the curvature of the S3-sphere embedded in flat four-dimensional Euclidian space besides the known 
relativistic causes: Translational motion, acceleration and gravity in four-dimensional spacetime. This for, in the 
following the heuristic-physical arguments in favour of redshift by bending of light-path will be discussed be-
fore we turn to the relativistic derivation further below. In general relativity the ratio of the frequencies at the 
receiver S2 to the emitter S1 in a weak uniform gravitational field is of value 

( )

( )

44 21

2 44 1

1 ,
g

z
g

ν
ν

= = +                                  (1) 

where 2
44 2g a c= −  of the approximate Minkowskian metric  nm nm nmg fη= + , z denotes the red shift at point  

S2 and the acceleration of the observer in accord with Newtonian gravity. Therefore, the red shift of light due to 
the gravitational field is not regarded as a unique characteristic and, therewith, not as a direct test of general 
relativity. 

The geodesic equations in the Schwarzschild solution deliver for the deflection of light the well known value  

2

4 ,GM
c R

φ =                                        (2) 

which is considered to be one of the classical tests of general relativity. If the radius of the Sun is taken as R, this 
gives, expressed in units of arc, the experimentally confirmed deflection ϕ = 1.75'. Note that a Newtonian deri-
vation delivers halve this [9]. From the properties of the Schwarzschild solution 

( )
1

2 2 2 2 2 2 22 2d 1 d 1 d d sin d ,GM GMs t r r
r r

θ θ φ
−

   = − − − − +   
   

             (3) 
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which otherwise lead to all known general relativistic effects in the slow motion approximation, the redshift due 
to bending of light cannot be derived right forwardly. But the following equivalence considerations show that 
analogously to redshift by gravity from bending of lightpath a redshift has to be expected, too, whereby in both 
cases (‒g44)1/2 being the very cause. The—not quite correct—physical notion underlying the gravitational effect, 
that light loses energy in climbing out of a gravitational potential well, is quite the same in the case of light de-
flection, although with the alteration that the light ray moves tangentially with respect to the potential well. The 
basic premise in the latter case is that (in the slow motion approximation) by deviation nm nm nmg fη= +  from 
the time-like geodesic of the Minkowski metric ηnm (the non deflected path) light loses energy as well (see be-
low). 

On condition that ( ) ( )1 2 1 2
44d 1 2 d dM r t g tτ = − = −  and the coordinate time interval 1 1 2t S S c∆ =  (of the  

undeflected path; see Figure 1), on the grounds of general relativity one can write the following approximate 
Pythagorean expression for the deflection as well as for the associated reddening of light: 

( ) 2 2 2 2

1 1 1 1

2 2
2 1

2 2 2 2
44 44 44 441 1

d d d d d d1 1 ,
S S S S

S S S S

g x x x x l l
g gc t c t

α β α β
αβ αβη

ν φ
η η

   
∆ = − = −    − − − −∆ ∆   

∫ ∫ ∫ ∫             (4) 

where ( )2
44 1 2g c= − + Φ  (see Figure 1). From the preceding Schwarzschild formula we take 

2 2 2
2 2

2 2d 1 d 1 ds t t
c c
Φ Φ   = + − −   

   
 

and, thus, if 2 1cΦ  , Equation (4) becomes to 
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                      (5) 

where from eventually is deduced: 

( )
2 2

2 41 1 , .
2 c c
ν φ

ν φ
∆ Φ Φ

+ = + ∆ = =                           (6) 

From Equations (4) to (6) it is obvious that the receiver S2 “observes” the emitter S1 lifted up to a less negative 
gravitational potential, the difference being exactly proportinal to the deflection 4Φ/c2 and, therewith, to a cor-
responding loss of energy and redshift of the same order of magnitude (see Figure 1). 

However, it is clear that this is the classical approach to our result, whereas the real meaning of (6) must be 
that the redshift of the light is solely due to the curvature of its path, or, deflection Δν = 4Φ/c2 from pseudo- 
Euclidian (Minkowskian) geodesics (see below). 

The previous considerations have been leading to the result that reddening of light by deflection and by grav-
ity are both of origin (‒g44)1/2, i.e. they are equivalent. This implies redshift due to the gravitational field being a 
special case of Equation (6), thus, taking the form 

π π 2 2
2 2

GM
c c R

ν θ Φ
∆ = ∆ = =                                (6a) 

if the total redshift is restricted to θ = 1/2π, the highest possible deflection which light, travelling from out a 
gravitational potential well, can experience—as observed from flat Minkowski metric ηnm “outside” the gravita-
tional field. This point of view necessarily follows because, as widely known, the simplest metric of the Schwar- 
zschild field requires t = const and θ = 1/2π and thus, if the coordinate r → ∞, Δθ becomes small in accord with 
Equation (6a). 

Therefore, redshift according to Equation (6) as well as (6a) in neither case is caused by gravity alone, but 
also by the curvature of light path due to the metric of the gravitational field. 

In the following it will be shown this heuristically derivated assumption to be the correct physical notion, be-
ing of relativistic origin. 
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                 Figure 1. Redshift of light by deflection: the undeflected paths are shown dashed. 

3. Relativistic Derivation of the Redshift of Deflected Light and of the  
Equivalence of Kinematics, Metric, or, Acceleration as Its Cause;  
Conservation of Photon Energy in the Closed Universe 

3.1. Kinematical Deflection of Light and Associated Redshift 
Suppose, the light emitted from a far distant inertially and reversely to the line of sight moving emitter with re-
gard to the resting receiver be aberrationally deflected according to the special relativistic formula 

cos
cos .

1 cos

v
c

v
c

ϕ
ϕ

ϕ

−
′ =

−
 

We require φ = 1/2π such that the above equation becomes to 

1cos and sin ,v
c

ϕ ϕ γ −′ ′= − =                              (7) 

where 

2

2

1 .
1 v

c

γ =

−

                                   (7a) 

Thus, it follows that 

( )
2 2

2 2
2 21 sin cos 1 1 0,app appv v

c c
ϕ ϕ

  
′ ′− + = − − + =      

                   (7b) 

where vapp denotes apparent velocity. 
Evidently fulfills relation (7b) the equation of the circle: ( )2 21 0x y− + = . This implies that light released  

from the emitter moving with any velocity reversely to the line of sight for the receiver seems to be emitted from  
a point of a circle defined by the above relations. i.e. all points 2 2cos sinϕ ϕ′ ′+ , with angle ϕ′  ranging from  
angular dimension 1/2π to zero, apparently must lay on a quarter circle 1/2πr such that the velocity of the emitter 
be cosϕ′  and summing with higher velocities must satisfy the rule: 

tan tan 1,
1 tan tan 1

z z
z z

ϕ ϕ

ϕ ϕ

ϕ ϕ
ϕ ϕ

′

′

+′+
= =
′− −

                            (7c) 

where φ = 0 → 1/4π and 1 4π –ϕ ϕ′ =  (see below). Here r = 1 is chosen such that the apparent distance from  
point 2cos 0ϕ′ = , 2sin 1ϕ′ =  to any other point be simply arccos 1 2 π 90 arccos 1 2 π 90appv cϕ′⋅ = ⋅ . The  
(-) sign of velocity vapp is neglectable because it denotes the above pointed out withdrawel of the emitter from 
the receiver (see Figure 2). 

Note that the receiver’s line of sight extends tangentially into the direction of the tangent vector to the appar-
ently curved light path rΑ with the consequence that the former generally will observe all emitters deflected by 
some angle 1 2πϕ ϕ′= − , or, with other words, projected into the tangential pseudo four-dimensional Euclidian 
(Minkowski) space 

2 2 2 2 2
1 2 3 4d d d d d .s x x x x= − − − +  
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                         Figure 2. Appearent circular deflection of moving emitter.     
 

It follows in the case cos 0appv cϕ′ = − →  the vector of the emitter’s motion to be parallel to the line of  
sight and if cos 1appv cϕ′ = − →  to be rectangularly directed off the latter line and in all cases in between by  
angle φ (see Figure 2). i.e. the Minkowski projection of the ingoing light under those conditions is the very 
cause of the above apparent circular order of velocity in dependence on its magnitude. This implies that all light 
ingoing from emitters moving in accord with the above discussed requirements relative to the receiver’s Min-
kowski projection at reception to be red shifted relativistically in the order of 

0

1
1 ,

1

obs

v
cz v
c

λ
λ

+
= + =

−
                                     (8) 

where λobs and λ0 denote observed wavelength of the emitter and the standard wavelength as measured in the re-
ceiver’s rest frame, respectively. It should be underlined that no direct measurements of velocity are possible but 
only derivation of the latter due to changes of wavelength through Equation (8) squared with the result: 

( )
( )

2

2

1 1
.

1 1

zv
c z

+ −
=

+ +
                                   (8a) 

The red shift of light expressed in the apparent circular units of Equation (7b) takes the simple form 
tanz ϕ=                                       (8b) 

and the sum of two redshifts z and, therewith according to Equation (8a) of two velocities, the value: 
tan tan ,

1 tan tan
zϕ ϕ

ϕ ϕ
ϕ ϕ′′+

′′+
=

′′−
                                (8c) 

where 1 2πϕ ϕ′′ + ≤ . 
It follows, the emitter’s time in comparison to the receiver’s rest time to be dilated by the factor 

( )
( )

( )
( )

1 1
1 2 22 22 22 2

2 2 2

1 tan 1 1 1
1 1 1 .

1 tan 1 1 1

zv
c z

ϕ

ϕ

− −
−       + − + −        − = − = −    

   + + + +           

               (8d) 

Also should be noticed that dimensionless velocity v/c according to Equation (8a) be about that point in space  
geometrically where the tangent referring to angle ϕ′ , or, point arccos 1 2 π 90 arccos 1 2 π 90appv cϕ′⋅ = ⋅   
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of the quarter circle, intersects the vector of the emitter’s motion with dimensionless velocity → 1 orthogonal to 
the receiver’s tangential Minkowski space at z = 1 (see Figure 2). 

In conclusion it is indistinguishable for the receiver, whether the redshift of the light ingoing from the emitter 
in accord with the preceding or, equivalently, time dilation of the latter is dependent on the former’s dimen-
sionless velocity v/c or his orthogonal displacement from the receiver’s tangential Minkowski space. 

3.2. Equivalence of Kinematical and Spatial Deflection of Light and the Associated  
Redshift 

It arises the question, whether the red shift of the released light associated with the apparent curvature of its path 
due to the emitter’s movement relative to the resting receiver directly off the latter might also occur if the ap-
parent curvature of the light path from the emitter is a real one, enforced through the metric of the three-sphere 
S3.With other words: Arekinematics and metric equivalently associated with red shift of bended light paths? 

From the above Euclidian E4-metric the three-sphere is given by 
2 2 2 2 2X Y Z W P+ + + =  

with curvature Ρ‒2. It is clear that photons released from a resting emitter and travelling in such an Universe will 
indeed follow curved paths, i.e. geodesics, and that the full circle in the three-sphere S3 of volume 2π2Ρ3 can be 
described as 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 22 2 2 2 2 2 22π 2π 2π ,P X Y Z W X Wσ = = + + + = +  

Y and Z neglected. For the time being we restrict to geodesics ( )1 22 21 4 1 2π X Wσ σ∆ ≤ = +  from the emitter  

to the receiver, both resting. 
From the preceding it is clear that the emitter’s position must be deflected by value  

( )1 22 22 π 1 2π 1A X Wσ  = ∆ + →  
 from the receiver’s line of sight in tangentially projected Minkowski  

space, which is orthogonal to Ρ (see Figure 3), i.e., equivalently to the kinematically induced light deflection 
also the bending of light path through the warped space of the S3-hypersphere causes the receiver to observe 
pseudo four-dimensional Euclidian projections (Minkowski space) of all ingoing geodesics Δσ in the direction 
of the tangent vector to the latter (see Figure 3). 

Now, our hypothesis is that the dimensionless space-like difference w W w P≡  of the general coordinate 
differences of the three-sphere in four dimensional Euclidian E4-space of all ingoing geodesics Δσ becomes 
quasi space-like coordinate difference of time in their pseudo Euclidian E4-projection (Minkowski space).Since 
in the latter a real fourth spatial dimension W P≡  does not exist must the left-hand side of the above Equation 
of the hypersphere for every receiver inside the sphere take the form 

2 2 2 2
4 ,X Y Z X+ + −  

where the four-dimensional coordinate difference W necessarily is replaced by X4 of tangential spacetime. This 
implies that any receiver at any point of the three-sphere will perceive the emitter’s time be apparently dilated  

by factor 

1
2 2

21 appv
c

−
 
  
 
−  and, thus, the ingoing light red shifted in the order of  

0

1
1 .

1

app

obs

app

v
cz v
c

λ
λ

+
= + =

−
                                 (9) 

Hence, the main difference to the above discussed kinematical case which needs to be emphasized is that not 
the emitter’s motion off the receiver causes red shift but the former’s four-dimensional distance spatially, not 
perceivable in the receiver’s pseudo four-dimensional Euclidic (non-curved) space with three spatial and one 
time dimension. This implies that the velocity derivated from the latter red shift also be only an apparent one. 
Analogously to the above three-dimensional kinematic case, redshift z is directly associated with some angle Α,  
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Figure 3. Deflection of emitter inside the three-sphere into local 
tangential Minkowski space.                               

 
such that in association with the above equations applies: 

2

2 2 2

2
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1 1
tan 1,

1
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P w P cz A ww v

P c

− +−
= = = = −

−

                      (9a) 

( )
( )

( )
( )

( )
( )

2
1 2 22 2

2 2 2
1 2 2

1 11 1 1 tan 1
.

1 1 1 tan 1 1 1

app
w P wv z A

c z A w P w

−

−

+ − −+ − + −
= = =

+ + + + + − +
                  (9b) 

In this way fixed four-dimensional distance w of the emitter’s position within the three-sphere from pseudo 
four-dimensional Minkowski projection of the ingoing light at the receiver in the latter is transformed into the 
simulacrum of the emitter’s apparent recession velocity. 

Consequently every receiver within the sphere can the spatial four-dimensional coordinate difference w in 
accord with Equation (8d) also perceive as pseudo four-dimensional (Minkowskian) in the form of dilation of 
the emitter’s time through the Lorentz factor: 

( )
( )

( )
( )

1
2 122 121 2 2 22 2 2

2 2 2
1 2 2

1 1 1 tan 1
1 1 1

1 tan1 1
.

1
app

w P w vA
cAw P w

−
−− −

−

    + − −     + −    − = − = −         + +        + − +     

          (9c) 

It is obvious that all other previously derivated equations for the kinematical case are also directly applicable 
to light propagating inside the curved hypersphere with the only modifications to be considered: Angles ϕ′  and 
φ have to be replaced by angles A′  and Α, respectively, furthermore, velocity v by apparent velocity vapp. Es-
pecially is the dimensionless velocity vapp/c now the point of the four-dimensional projection effect where the 
tangent referring to angle A, or, point 

4
arctan π π

2 290 90D
z P A Pr ° °= =                               (9d) 

of the quarter circle 1/2Ρπ pretty though not quite exactly intersects radius Ρ orthogonally to the receiver’s tan-
gential Minkowski space at z = 1, where r4D denotes “real” four-dimensional distance between emitter and re-
ceiver, both resting in the curved hyperspace (see Figure 3).  
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From Equation (9a) can be derived 

2 2

2

2

1
1 .

1

app

app

v
P w w c

c c v
c

 
 +−  = − 
 − 
 

                            (10) 

It is clear that the right-hand expression w/c vanishes if vapp/c = 1. But if not, such that applies 

( )

2 2

2

2

1
1 ,

1

app c

app c

v
P w dw c

c c v
c

→

→

 
 + −

= − 
 
 − 
 

                         (10a) 

this results in 2 2 dP w w− =  and the further requirement app v wv dt cdt≡ . i.e. we assume that a real fixed 
minimum distance or quantum of length dw in real E4-space projected orthogonally into Minkowskian pseudo 
E4-space of every observer transforms in the latter space to a quantum of time dtw in the observer’s rest frame. 
Although, for this rest time generating effect one also simply can write 

,W P dw
c c
−

=                                  (10b) 

implying that W > Ρ by the very tiny four-dimensional coordinate difference dw ≡ cdtw which according to the 
preceding in three-dimensional space be perceivable as rest time only (see below). 

In conclusion, apparent bending of light path by inertial motion and real bending of the latter path by four- 
dimensional metric, respectively, are associated with the redshift of the ingoing light. In either case this is due to 
projection into quasi Euclidic Minkowski space, every receiver naturally will observe as the tangential projec-
tion of all ingoing geodesics. The difference is that real inertial motion in spacetime with three spatial dimen-
sions generates redshift associated with apparent bending of light path, whereas distance w of four-dimensional 
Euclidian space, embedding the three-dimensional warped space of the three-sphere, in the receiver’s tangential 
Minkowski pseudo E4-space is transformed into apparent time dilation and redshift of the ingoing light associ-
ated with apparent recession velocity. It is obvious that in the receiver’s tangential Minkowski projection of all 
ingoing geodesics both cases are indistinguishable from each other, i.e. they are equivalent. It needs not to 
bestressed, this result also to be valid in the case of acceleration, as has been extensively shown above. And it is 
clear, now, that the heuristically derivated redshift according to Equations (4), (6) and (6a), respectively, also 
must be due to this basic physical projection effect of geodesics. 

3.3. Conservation of Photon Energy in the Closed Universe 
Equation (9) predicts light which has been released within the three-sphere S3 at distance 1/4σ = 1/2πΡ from the 
receiver to be redshifted up to the highest possible value (1 + z) → ∞, independently of direction which, by the 
way, implies that in the static Universe a light horizon at distance 1/2πΡ from any observer rather than a time 
horizon exists. Furthermore, this novel physical notion of the Universe’s true topography implies that cosmic 
reionization and the associated early phase of galaxy formation in the sense of the big bang hypothesis never ex-
isted and, thus, also predicts that even at the highest red shifts accessible to astronomical observation still galax-
ies will be found. At present this observational border lies already at z ≈ 8.6 (Lehnert et al., 2010 [10]) and, 
therewith, very near to the very limit where big bang paradigm will break down observationally. 

On the other hand does the energy conservation law not allow vanishing of the photon energy. After circling 
the sphere on the great circle σ = 2πΡ without any interaction, it should arrive at the emitter’s position exhibiting 
the same energy it previously had been emitted with. Does this requirement contradict the preceding?  

There we restricted our analysis to geodesics Δσ ≤ 1/2πΡ or angle Α ≤ 1/2π, respectively, such that eventually 
z → ∞ if Δσ → 1/2πΡ. We extend our considerations to geodesics with angle Α>1/2π, i.e. beyond the light hori-
zon (1 + z) → ∞, and require Δσ > 1/2πΡ whereras the receiver does not change position. For the time being the 
geodesics Δσ ≤ 1/2πΡ outgoing from the emitter in the three-sphere S3 have tacitly been signed (+). Therefore, 
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beyond Δσ = 1/2πΡ implying angle 1 2πA ≥  and beyond vapp/c = 1, respectively, for the outgoing geodesics 
the signs are switched to (−), because the light’s vector of velocity reverses (see Figure 4). With respect to posi-
tion Α = 0 (receiver) the signs remain switched (−) for all outgoing geodesics up to angle Α = π in order to 
switch back to (+) with regard to point Α = 1/2π from π ≤ Α ≥ 3/4π and again to (−) with respect to point Α = 
3/4π from 3/4π ≤ Α ≥ 2π (see Figure 4). Thus, it follows: 

[ ] ( ) ( ) [ ]
1 2

0 1 2 π 2 π : 0,1 1 1 : 1, ,app app appA A v c v c v c < ≤ → → → + − ∞   

( ) [ ] ( ) ( ) [ ]
1 2

1 2 π π 2 1 2 π π : 1,0 1 1 : ,1 ,app app appA A v c v c v c < ≤ → − − → − → + − ∞   

( ) [ ] ( ) ( ) [ ]
1 2

π 3π 2 2 3π 2 π : 0,1 1 1 : 1, ,app app appA A v c v c v c < ≤ → − → → + − ∞   

( ) [ ] ( ) ( ) [ ]
1 2

3π 2 2π  2 2π π : 1,0 1 1 : ,1 ,app app appA A v c v c v c < ≤ →− − → − → + − ∞   

This is valid for all points of the three-sphere with respect to all radially ingoing geodesics. It implies that the 
photons of all ingoing great circle geodesics σ repeatedly loose and fully regain their energy after a respective 
quarter circle 1/4σ, in order to arrive at the receiver (emitter) with the original energy. For this during the course 
of σ occuring cyclic red, blue, red and again blueshift and the associated apparent recession velocity according 
to the preceding can be defined 

( )11 0 1 2 π : app AA v> →  

( )22 1 2 π π : app AA v> →  

( )33 π 3π 2 : app AA v> →  

( )44 3π 2 2π : app AA v> →  

so that the cyclic red and blueshift of the light following the great circle geodesics σ of the three-sphere succes-
sively from Α1 to Α4 in extension of (9) takes the form: 

( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

1 2 3 4

1 4
1 2 3 40

1
1 .

1

app A app A app A app A

obs
A A

app A app A app A app A

v v vv

c c c cz v v vv

c c c c

λ
λ →

+ − + −
= + =

− + − +
                 (11) 

 

 
Figure 4. Cyclic red and blueshift of light during one great cir- 
cle geodesics.                                          
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It is clear that according to the preceding any dimensionless velocity referring to one of the angles Α1 to Α4 of 
the succeeding fractions of Equation (11) also can be expressed through the tangent of the respective angle by: 

( ) ( )( )
( )( )

1 41 4

1 4

2

2

1 tan 1
.

1 tan 1

A Aapp A A

A A

Av

c A

→→

→

+ −
=

+ +
                          (11a) 

4. Reddening of Light Owing to the Universe’s Four-Dimensional Curvature  
Explains the Observed Redshift Anomalies of the Supernova Data, Hitherto  
Interpreted as Due to “Dark Energy” 

The immediate consequence of the preceding evidently is that to gain information about the emitter’s correct 
distance up to light horizon (1 + z) → ∞ one just needs to consider the geodesic path Δσ = rΑ ≤ 1/2πΡ of the light 
travelling in S3 between the emitter and the receiver, without taking any recurrence to the metric of the 
three-sphere itself. From Equation (9b) in connection with (7) follows vice versa 

( )
( )

2

2

1 1 2cos ,
π1 1

app
app

vz rA
c Pz

Α+ −
= = =

+ +
                         (12) 

where rΑ denotes apparent distance in tangential Minkowski projection of r4D according to Equation (10) on the 
grounds of the dimensionless apparent velocity vapp/c. 

One should note that Equation (12) delivers the constant value vapp/rΑ = 2c/(πΡ) = const. The latter enables 
one to equate radius Ρ and, therewith, the circumference of the three-sphere S3 by considering that, to mention it 
again, vapp denotes apparent recession velocity per distance r of 1/4σ = 1/2πΡ, which is identified as the Hubble 
constant ( )2 π constapp AH v r c P≡ = = . 

Thus, we can write 

0

2 .
π

cP
H

=                                    (13) 

With 1 1
0 75 km s Mpcapp AH v r − −= = ⋅ ⋅  we calculate Ρ = 2.6 × 103 Mpc = 8.4 × 109 ly and the circumference  

of S3 to amount to 16.34 × 103 Mpc, whereas the light horizon being 4.08 × 103 Mpc away from any observer 
within the three-sphere. But it is obvious that rΑ = ΡΑ, implying that curvature radius Ρ in relation (12) can take 
any given value. In the case of the Universe it is gauched through the empirical value H0 with the above result 
(see also below).  

Clearly in the closed, static three-sphere S3 the meaning of the Hubble constant is restricted to its definition as 
empirical value of vapp/rΑ = const for any distance r and the associated apparent recession velocity. A Hubble 
law in the sense of expansion theory does not exist. From Equation (12) in connection with the above Hubble 
relation we receive the distance formula in dependence on observed (comological) redshift of very distant as-
tronomical objects of value 

( )
( )

2

2
0

1 1
.

1 1
A

zcr
H z

+ −
=

+ +
                               (14) 

Comparision with the distance formula (14a) of the Einstein-de Sitter standard model (empty space)  

0
0

2 11 ,
1

cr
H z

 = − + 
                              (14a) 

at once reveals that with growing cosmological distance rΑ, i.e. redshift, calculated distances r0 on the grounds of 
the latter Equation must considerably deviate from cosmological reality expressed by the former distance for-
mula (14). 

Indeed is rΑ > r0 up to about z ≈ 1.3 and vice versa after this, thus, faking an extra acceleration within dis-
tance r ≲ 1.3z and a deceleration at r ≳ 1.3z in the picture of the expansion hypothesis. The crossing point rΑ = 
r0, i.e. the only point where the distances computed from the redshift z according to Equation (14) as well as 
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(14a) coincide, is, of course, given by 

( )
( )

2

0 2
0

1 1 12 1 0
11 1

zcr r
H zz

Α

 + −   − = − − = + + +   
                     (14b) 

Where from is calculated: ( )0
1.314585

Ar rz = = . The transition point, i.e. the point of transition from apparent de- 

celerating to apparent accelerating expansion, is computed to beat z = 0.50, in good accord with astronomical 
findings (see e.g. Cunha and Lima, 2008 [11]). 

The following table I compares distance calculations of rΑ and r0 in light years, respectively, on the grounds 
of the same redshift from z = 0.05 to z = 4 and a Hubble constant H0 = 75 km⋅s‒1⋅Mpc‒1. The calculated distances 
as well as the apparent crossing point rΑ = r0 and the apparent transition point at z = 0.50 depend on the chosen 
value of H0, i.e. distances become smaller if H0 > 75 km⋅s‒1⋅Mpc‒1 and vice versa if H0 takes a smaller value and, 
furthermore, the Universe to be a perfect three-sphere S3. Clearly with growing redshift after the apparent transi-
tion point at distance rΑ = r0 with z = 1.314585 the divergance between rΑ and r0 increases. The last column 
lists results of magnitude calculations according to Equations (14d) and (14e) from rΑ/r0 = up to 0 ≤ z ≤ 2, which 
are also visualized in Figure 5. 

As already mentioned, introduces current expansion (big bang) hypothesis an acceleration phase of the Uni-
verse, propelled by a putative “dark energy”, as the cause of the observed faintness of supernovae of the type Ia 
between ≈0.5 > z ≳ 1.0, whereas the rather unexpected brightness of the supernova SN 1997ff at z ≈ 1.7 has 
been explained as the decelerating phase of the early and smaller cosmos due to gravity of the then denser dark 
matter and baryonic matter, but predominately of the former (Riess et al., 2001 [3]; on the physical cause of 
“dark matter” see below). 

It is obvious that the ratio of flux fΑ/f0 from the “standard candles” Sne Ia in dependence on apparent distance 
rΑ and faked distance r0 according to (14a), respectively, can be expressed in the form  

( ) ( )
22 22

0 0 0A A appf f r r v v  = ≈     
 so that the relative magnitude above the coasting line with value zero  

(Einstein-de Sitter) takes the form 
2

2
0

0 22.5 log .above
app

vmag
v

 
∆ = ⋅   

 
                            (14c) 

One should note that this ratio delivers at crossing point z =1.314585, of course, the result ‒2.5 × log(vapp/v0)4  

= 0. Thus, at crossing the coasting line at z =1.314585 the scalar ( ) ( )
22 22

0 0 0A appf f r r v v  = ≈     
 itself be- 

comes the ratio wherefrom the relative magnitude below the former of the then apparently nearer Sne Ia has to 
be computed in the form  

42
2
0

0 22.5 log .below
app

vmag
v

  
 ∆ = ⋅      

                            (14d) 

In Figure 5 the full points are magnitude deviations from 0 < z < 2 according to Equations (14c) and (14d) 
from what is expected on the grounds of an Einstein-de Sitter (empty) Universe of the expansion theory (coast-
ing = 0) as also listed in Table 1. 

The magnitude points Δmag of table I and Figure 5 also have been transfered into Figure 11 of reference [3] 
from Riess et al. (here not shown) and they show that the astronomer’s direct magnitude measurements of very 
distant supernovae nearly exactly comply with results of magnitude calculations on the grounds of Equations 
(14d) and (14e) and, thus, fully explain those deviations from standard big bang theory as apparent ones. The. 
apparent transition point at z = 0.50 and Δmag = ‒0.541 of SN 1997ff at z ≈ 1.7 according to (14e) neatly com-
ply with modeling of the authors.  

Thus, without any further assumptions the reddening of light due to curvature of the three-sphere S3 delivers 
the correct values of apparent magnitude variations with distance. But, of course, in fact deviations of distance 
calculations on the grounds of the expansion hypothesis according to Equation (14a) from a more realistic phys- 
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Figure 5. Measured redshift coincides with theory (dotted line) 
deviating from prediction of big bang (zero line).             

 
Table 1. Evolution of 2v0/c in big bang theory (Einstein-de Sitter) vs. vapp/c of pseudo four-dimensional tangential Minkows- 
ki-space (static universe) in dependence on redshift z from z = 0 to z = 4 in light years × 109. Apparent transition (i.e. vapp
/(2v0) = max), crossing (i.e. vapp = 2v0) and redshift z = 1.70 of sn 1997ff are indicated by fat type.                            

Einstein-de Sitter Static Universe 
z 2v0/c r0 vapp/c rΑ Δmag 

0.05 0.048 0.636 0.049 0.643 0.090 
0.10 0.093 1.228 0.095 1.254 0.092 

0.20 0.174 2.299 0.180 2.379 0.150 

0.30 0.246 3.244 0.257 3.384 0.190 

0.40 0.310 4.086 0.324 4.279 0.192 

0.50 0.367 5.367 0.385 5.110 0.210 
0.60 0.419 5.527 0.438 5.782 0.193 

0.70 0.466 6.149 0.486 6.411 0.183 

0.80 0.509 6.720 0.528 6.971 0.160 
0.90 0.549 7.244 0.566 7.470 0.130 
1.00 0.586 7.729 0.600 7.917 0.100 
1.10 0.620 8.179 0.630 8.317 0.070 
1.20 0.652 8.597 0.658 8.676 0.040 
1.30 0.681 8.989 0.682 8.999 0.006 

1.314585 0.6854 9.04354 0.6854 9.04354 0.000 
1.50 0.735 9.699 0.724 9.555 -0.263 

1.70 SN 97 0.783 10.329 0.759 10.011 -0.541 
2.00 0.845 11.253 0.800 10.556 -0.951 
2.50 0.931 12.283 0.849 11.203  
3.00 1.000 13.194 0.882 11.642  
3.50 1.057 13.949 0.906 11.953  
4.00 1.106 14.587 0.923 12.179  

 
ical notion, obviously correctly expressed through distance Equation (14), are reflected.  

5. CMB Is Enthropic (Planckian) Radiation within the Closed, Static Three-Sphere 
The physical picture developed above requires that the cosmic microwave background radiation cannot be relic 
radiation of the big bang but, instead, rather should be enthropic (Planckian) radiation. The latter naturally must 
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occur within the closed, static three-sphere S3. Thereby it is obvious that the expansion concept to explain the 
nearly uniform cosmic microwace background (CMB) radiation of 2.725 Kelvin (K) can analogously be adapted 
for the enthropic radiation within the closed, static three-sphere with fixed radius Ρ ≈ 2.6 × 103 Mpc, although 
more in the sense of a thought experiment and not as physical reality as in the frame work of big bang theory. 

As widely known traces the latter the Planckian distribution of CMB radiation back to interactions of photons 
with stable particles in the earliest epoch of the presumed cosmic expansion, whereby a (otherwise unmotivated 
and unexplained) short extra acceleration or boost is introduced to explain isotropy and homogeneity of the 
CMB (horizon problem). With the decoupling of photons and remnant matter at T ≈ 3000 K the radiation is 
thought to have reached its final Planckian distribution, but to be cooled down to current CMB temperature 
2.725 K in the course of further cosmic expansion.  

However, according to the above the three-sphere with constant volume 2π2Ρ3 a hot epochin the sense of big 
bang theory never underwent. Therefore, the CMB, especially its spectral distribution in thermal equilibrium, 
must be of other origin. As already previously remarked, offers the closed, static Universe such one as the sum 
of all ever emitted and not absorbed light. According to equation (11) will these photons on their repeated tra- 
vels on great circle geodesics σ around the entire Universe undergo cyclic red, blue, red and again blueshift after 
every respective quarter circle 1/4σ. This results in the observed equilibrium of radiation energy, i.e. perfect 
thermal emission (black-body) spectrum for every observer in the three-sphere. From its energy density be- 
ing equivalent to mass density, which in the literature is given with 2 34 34.4 10 g cmphotE c − −≈ × ⋅  [12], accord- 
ing to this theory the temperature of the universal black-body radiation (CMB) right forwardly can be computed. 
The relations 

2 4constphotm c T=  
(Stefan-Boltzmann law) and 

2 4 constphotm c P = , 
expressing the density of the “rest mass” of a photon gas, are also valid in the case of the electromagnetic radia-
tion filling the three-sphere S3 in accord with the preceding and, thus, also the relation  

1T P=  
without restrictions. From the latter equation is given 

( )1 421 photTP E T c= = , 

which also reflects the definition of T as the basic temperature of the “empty” static three-sphere S3. Therefrom 
is taken 

( )1 42
photT TS T E T c P+ = , 

whereby T = 1 in the Kelvin scala. If now TS > 1 and ( ) ( )1 4 1 42 2
phot photE c E T c> , respectively, then for the  

relation between temperature of the enthropy radiation TS of all ever emitted and not absorbed electromagnetic 
radiation of the three-sphere and T simply is applied 

4 392
4

9 24

9 24 14

4.5799 101 1 gr cm

4.5799 10 10 1 AMU
1.66

4.5799 10 10 10 1 K 2.72 K,
1.66 9.25

phot

S

E
T c
T P P

P

P

−−

−

−

 ×
= − = − ⋅ 

 
 × ×

= − × 
 × × ×

= − = × × 

                    (15) 

where Ρ ≈ 2.6 × 103 Mpc and Ephot/c2 = 4.4 × 10‒34 gr⋅cm‒3, gr denotes gram, AMU Atomic Mass Unit = 1.6605 
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× 10‒27 kgr = 6.68‒1 × 1024 K, respectively. The remarkable result (15) in units T = K is fairly exactly the meas-
ured temperature of the CMB. 

One should note that expansion hypothesis does not allow a derivation of this result so right forwardly, be-
cause the above pointed out correlations, but especially the constant radius Ρ of the three-sphere S3, are com-
pletely unknown to the former. The interpretation of the CMB as enthropic (Planckian) radiation in the closed, 
static Universe easily explains the observed isotropy and homogeneity of the latter. A “horizon problem” as in 
big bang theory does not exist. 

Nevertheless, it is clear that fluctuations on small and large scale as well in the CMB must occur owing to the 
previously discussed redshift associated with the deflection of CMB photons passing either nearby or more dis-
tantly large scale structures in the closed, static three-sphere S3 (see above and also Appendix 1). For the latter 
neither the integrated nor the non-integrated Sachse-Wolf effect of Big Bang hypothesis can be accepted as ap-
propriate physical explanations of fluctuations of the enthropic (Planckian) radiation on any scale, because in a 
steady state Universe such an effect does not exist physically. 

Furthermore, this novel physical notion—CMB being the Planckian radiation in the closed, static but spinning 
Universe—delivers a convincing physical explanation of the recently observed and most recently confirmed sta-
tistically significant anomalies in the CMB, including those which have been ascribed to gravitational waves in 
the putative early phase of the Universe (see paragraph 11.2). 

6. The Physical Cause of the Gravitational Field, of Gravity and of the Definite,  
Limited Velocity of Light 

In the preceding we considered physical implications solely following from the curvature of the static, self- 
contained three-sphere S3, whereas its rotation could be fully neglected. Mathematically the three-sphere in-
cluding its four-dimensional rotation has been thoroughly investigated so that its geometric, topological and 
group structure properties are well known (see the numerous literature to these points). Thus, we can concentrate 
on the physical effects which are to expect owing to the rotation of the hypersphere on local as well as on global 
scale. 

Considering our home galaxy’s age and advanced evolution it seems highly reasonable to assume its present 
lateral position in the three-sphere being somewhere between one of the rotation poles (which we denote arbi-
trarily the “northern” one) and the equatorial plane, and, likewise arbitrarily, the three-sphere to spin clockwise 
about the former.  

The Galaxy’s distance from the cosmic equator region would then, as a first guess, be ≈1/4πΡ, or, latitude ΑG 
≈ 45˚ (analogously to the Galaxy’s coordinate system). The more exact value of ΑG is derivated below. 

It is clear that the rotation of the self-contained three-sphere, i.e. of its curved three-dimensional space-fabric 
(not space-time; see below), gives rise to internal centrifugal forces, which act upon all matter in the equatorial 
zone and beyond, causing it to oscillate between the cosmic hemispheres and thereby regularly to cross the cos-
mic equatorial zone (in due course of billions of years). Also should moving bodies in the rotating three-sphere 
experience a fictitious Coriolis force. This global inertial force, which also will give rise to gravity, is the cen-
tripedal acceleration  

2
2 ,A S A

A

ca P
P

ω= − =                                 (16) 

arising from the rotation of the three-sphere S3, considered to be perfectly elastical, about its axis in flat E4-space 
locally, where aΑ denotes centripedal acceleration and ΡΑ rotation radius at latitude Α, respectively, ωS angular 
velocity of the sphere and c rotation velocity. As a certain geometric consequence this rotation in four-dimen- 
sional space is about a two-dimensional plane, which we nevertheless will further on refer to as the axis.  

The absolute value of the rotation velocity c = ωSΡ can be derived by considering an emitter resting relative to 
the space fabric of the three-sphere, i.e. a fixed metric connected with the latter, at the sphere’s equator, where c 
= max. From the emitter shall be released simultaneous signals parallel and antiparallel to the vector of c, which 
for we demand 1) that the velocity of the antiparallel signal’s carrier shall suffice to cancel the angular velocity 
ωS so that the velocity of the carrier relative to E4 equals to zero, 2) that the signals arrive simultaneously at the 
emitter after time 2πΡ/c, i.e. after completion of a great circle σ, as “observed” from the emitter. Evidently are 
these requirements only fulfilled by the carriers of light signals, i.e. photons, whereby it is clear that relative to 
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the photon with ωS = 0 the emitter (point of emittance in coordinates of the three-sphere) arrives at the point of 
emittance in coordinates of the embedding Euclidian E4 after time 2πΡ/c and the counter directed photon also 
after time 4πΡ/2c = 2πΡ/c (on the probable physical cause of the coincidence of light speed and rotation velocity 
c = ωSΡ, see below). 

Now, suppose the above light signals be emitted perpendicularly to the vector of c in direction of the sphere’s 
poles. In Euclidian space they would withdraw from the emitter with velocity c. But the metric of the 
three-sphere S3 constrains the geodesic trajectory Δσ or the great circle σ, respectively. Therefore, if Pσ∆   
with the result that it can be considered as nearly Euclidian, then, as observed from the emitter on latitude Ρ, the  

light reaching latitude ΡcosdΑ must have slower velocity ( )2 21 sin cosdAc c dA c dA= − = , where dΑ denotes  

the infinitely small angle between Ρ and ΡcosdΑ. But anyhow, because rotation radius varies in dependence on 
latitude it is clear that according to the preceding the velocity of light must be dependable on latitude as well. 
Furthermore, it is clear that, other than the light travelling parallelly to the cosmic equator, both counter parallel 
pole-crossing light signals must arrive at the point of emittance after completion of a great circle σ. This requires 
the above two demands to be extended, namely: Every point of emittance at any latitude in coordinates of the 
three-sphere shall depart with latitude dependent velocity c from the respective point of emittance at rest relative 
to the embedding E4such that the transversality of the light’s polarization vector always points towards the Uni-
verse’s rotation axis. From this follows that the light propagating off the point of emittance into the general di-
rection of the sphere’s rotation till meeting the counter directed signal at the former point of emittance 
will cover distance ( )1 cos 2πA P+ ⋅  in time ( ) ( )1 cos 2π 1 cosA P c A+ ⋅ +   . Also note that due to the trans- 

versality of the light’s polarization vector the latter inside the three-sphere seems to be swirled in the order of 2π 
during one complete revolution. Thereby those vector turbulences should be centered at the rotation poles and 
somewhat broader distributed at the cosmic equator. This phenomenon has very recently been observed but 
wrongly interpreted as a proof for gravitational waves in the early phase of the expanding Universe (see below 
chapter 10). Furthermore, if the velocity of light at the three-sphere’s equator is denoted cE, and, cA at a certain 
latitude 0 ≤ Α ≤ 1/2π, where angle Α will be given in degrees counting from the equator to the rotation pole (see 
below), than cos cosS E AP A c A cω = = . This implies that the eigentimes tE and tA associated to cE and cA, re-
spectively, must be inversely proportional to the latter ratio, i.e. tA/tE = (cosΑ)‒1 such that be valid tE = tAcosΑ and 
eventually 

cos const.
cos

E
A A E E E

tc t c A c t
A

= = =                            (17) 

Taken together follows for all observers in the Universe that all released light will need same time σ/c (as 
measured locally) for a full great circle geodesics of the three-sphere, independently of the latitudenal position 
of the emitter. Thus, the very origin of the limited velocity of light in vacuum as we know it, is its above corre-
lation with the rotation velocity c = ωSΡ of the three-sphere S3, also implying its variation with the sphere’s lati-
tude. 

As a further consequence must the photon energy Ephot vary with latitude as well, because cA = λAνA = λνEcosΑ.  
Because, furtheron, frequency is inversely proportional to time, especially 1 1cos cosA EA EAt t Aν ν− −= = = , it must  
be valid λA = λE = const such that the photon energy takes the form  

( ) cos ,A Ephot AE h h Aν ν= =                                (18) 

where here Planck’s constant h is assumed to be constant at all latitudes (for a proof see below). This implies 
that for a vantage point somewhere between the equator and one of the rotation poles of the hypersphere (as e.g. 
to assume for the Milky Way) the light ingoing from emitters located considerably nearer to the pole or the 
equator must be differently energetic, i.e. less energetic from emitters located towards the pole and vice versa 
from emitters positioned more equator-wards, respectively. Assumably are the classes of luminious red galaxies 
and of ultraluminious IR galaxies detected by the Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) in 1983 due to the lat-
ter effect (see e.g. Younger, 2007 [13]). If these galaxies are positioned at considerably higher latitude than the 
Milky Way they should emit the bulk of their energy at red and infrared wave lengths. Their extreme massive-
ness—they are the most massive galaxies in the Universe—is also explained through their proximity to the rota-
tion pole, because with the galaxies’ drift towards the polar region there is associated a mutual approach or in-
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crease of density of galaxies, i.e. also increase of probability of merger (see below). This predicted increase of 
IR galaxy concentration has also recently been observed [14].  

An observer resting at the equator of the rotating sphere will on himself and all material objects ascertain the 
centrifugal force 

2
2

P P
mcF m P

P
ω= = −                                  (19) 

as the respective counter force, which leads to a bending of the elastic S3space-fabric and its metric, respectively, 
directed radially “outwards” off the rotational axis in E4. This warping of S3space through the action of the cen-
trifugal force FΡ upon mass is described by the well known field equations of general relativity as deviation 
from the locally flat metric ηnm, where the energy-momentum tensor Tmn represents distribution of matter and the  
Ricci tensor Rmn curvature of spacetime (see below). Note that from the cosmic equator up to the polar regions, 
FΡ must decrease in the order ‒mc2cos2Α/(ΡcosΑ) such that applies 

( )

2 cos ,P A
mc AF

P
−

=                                   (20) 

where FΡ(Α) denotes FΡ at latitude Α. 
Every observer within the three-sphere S3 on principle cannot measure the kinematical status of an isolated 

single material object, but only in relation to another object, e.g. the collision of two bodies with different mass 
but equal oppositely directed velocity, i.e. 

( )

( )
.P Mv

P mv

F Mv
F mv′

=
′

                                     (21) 

Hence, the existence of the universal centrifugal force FΡ remains hidden to him and he must arrive at the in-
terpretion of mass as always being associated with inertia. In addition to this generates the rotation of the 
S3-sphere (assumed to be at rest in E4) the centrifugal energy 

[ ]2 21 ,
2 2P P
mE P mcω= =                                (22) 

being proportional to the quadradic product of the angular velocity ω and the sphere’s radius ΡcosΑ at latitude 
Α, where ωΡ × ΡcosΑ = cΑ, according to the previous derivation of velocity of light within the sphere.  

Obviously is the centrifugal energy E, every material body owing to the rotation of the hypersphere will ob-
tain, the very origin of the Poisson potential U of the gravitational field 

2

.
2

PE mcU
r r

= =                                   (23) 

Since also in this case the direct effect of the centrifugal energy is not perceptible within the sphere and again 
only comparison of different potentials is possible, an observer must this only in steadily rotating systems oc-
curing additional potential energy interpret as a rest energy 

[ ] [ ]2 2

2 2

,

,
P P PE k m P M P

E k mc Mc

ω ω= ⋅ =

= ⋅ =
                        (24) 

falling to every material body’s share in the sphere. The S3-observer thus comes to the conclusion that every 
material body must have “rest mass” m = E/c2. 

On the other hand, due to the local warping of the fabric of space in the vicinity of material objects and in di-
rect dependence on the latter’s mass will the universal centrifugal acceleration aΑ partly be diverted towards the 
well of the field such that its vector constantly, points into the latter’s direction, furthermore, to increase steadily 
with decreasing distance owing to the constant increase of the angle enclosing pseudo Euclidic distance and 
four-dimensional distance from the latter (see below). Thus, bodies with smaller mass (the warped space ≡ 
gravitational field around them negated) are accelerationally propelled towards bigger ones. The observer within 
the rotating S3-sphere can this physical behaviour of masses in a first step interpret as gravitational force acting 
between material objects (Newton). With further insight it becomes clear that this “force” is associated with the 
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warping of space and dilation of time in dependence on rest energy of the gravitating body. This dependence is 
described by the Einsteinian field equation 

1
2mn mn mnT R Rg= −  

in the well known manner: The energy-momentum tensor Tmn, whose dependence on latitude Α for now we ne-
glect, represents the distribution of matter (energy), and the Ricci tensor Rmn the respective symmetric warping 
of space [15].  

We replace constant ϰ of the left-hand side of the Einsteinian field equation through the respective Newtonian 
value ϰ = 8πG/c2, whereas Tmn = T44 = ϱc2, i.e. the density of energy, is the essential well of the gravitational 
field, and all other components of the energy-momentum tensor are considered to be neglectably small. Now, we 
introduce the Poisson potential U = 4πGϱ of the Newtonian theory so that with Tmn = T44 = ϱc2 eventually ϰTmn = 
2U. If we replace the Poisson potential U by the centrifugal energy E according to the above equation, then the 
left-hand side of the Einsteinian field equation takes the form 

[ ]2 22 .mn PT U m P mcω= = =                             (25) 
Therewith, it is shown that the centrifugal energy E be the decisive factor which governs the geometry 

1 2mn mnR Rg−  of the gravitational field, furthermore, that Einsteinian general relativity naturally emerges from 
the physics of the static, self-contained, rotating three-sphere S3 as the correct Riemannian description of the lo-
cal warping of the space-fabric and dilation of time caused by the impact of FΡ on material bodies. 

7. Origin and Equivalence of Rest Mass (m0) and Energy (E0) of the Protron,  
Quantum of Rest Time (τ0) and Four-Dimensional Elementary Length (λw);  
Derivation of the Milky Way’s Latitude within the Rotating Three-Sphere S3 

Above an association between four-dimensional spatial extent dw orthogonally to Minkowski space and time t in 
the latter in the order 

,w v appdw dt c dt v= =                                   (26) 
has been assumed., or, with other words, that a quantum of rest time τw and minimum length dw ≡ λw = cτw possi-
bly exists. To prove this, consider the de Broglie wave of a fast moving stable baryon with smallest known mass, 
say, protron, of wavelength λ which for we require λ = λw ≡ cτw: 

2

2

0

1
,w

vh
c

m v
λ λ

−
= =  

where m0 denotes rest mass and h Planck’s constant. Obviously must be valid 0 wλ< ∞ , excluding v = 0 and 
v = c, respectively, whereas from the foregoing we know that centrifugal energy EΡ = 1/2m0c2, irrespectively of 
the sign. We identify E0(Ρ)/c as λw and demand velocity v to be of a value which results in the equality γm0v = mv  

= 1/2m0c2, where m denotes dynamical mass and γ Lorentz factor. Obviously this is the case if ( ) 1
5v c

−
=  so  

that the previous de Broglie formula takes the form  

0
0

2
25 ,

1
5

w

h
h h

mv m cm c
λ = = =                                (27) 

whereof is derivated: 

20 0 .
2 2w w

m m
c c hλ τ⋅ ⋅ ⋅= =⋅                                (28) 

The same result follows from 2
0phot photE m c hc λ= =  in association with the demand Λphot = λw, where Ephot 

denotes photon energy and λphot wavelength. 
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We write 1/2m0 = μ and in the above formulae clearly the similarity of the term μ = h/(τwc2) to τw = h/(μc2) is 
recognizable and exposed as identity if their relativistic conservation in the usual three-dimensional notation, i.e. 
relativistic association, is considered (see also Figure 2 and Figure 3):  

( )
( )

4 2 4 2 2 2
2 2

4 2 4 2 2 2
2 2

0

2 2
2 2 20 0

0,

0,

,
2

.
2 4

w

w w w

h c c v c
c

h c c v c
c

m

m c m c
c h

γ γ
µ

γ γ
τ

τ µ

λ λ τ

− − =

− − =

= =

= = = =

                            (29) 

The result 2 2
wh cτ=  in association with the previous findings implies 

( )
( )

2
2 2 2 2 2 2

2cos invariant
cos

w Eq
A Eq Eq Eqw Ah c c A c

A

τ
τ τ= = = =                       (30) 

at all latitudes of the three-sphere and, furthermore, that at all latitudes the measurement of the velocity of light 
in any unit of time results in the same indissoluble constant product ct, taken for c. Thus, any observer at any 
latitude of the three-sphere has to correct the measured inseparable quantity ct ≡ c in comparison to real con-
stants, as e.g. Ρ or h, respectively, by the factor cosΑ, i.e. cA = (ct)cosΑ. 

Furthermore, the similiarity of the above derivation λw = 2h/(m0c) to the golden ratio (sectio aurea) is not ac-
cidental, but owing to the fact that the ratio of four-dimensional λw and m0c be really =1:2 (as to the association 
with energy see below). Thus, it follows from the previous definition E0/c = λw = 1/2m0c: 

0 2 2 2 .w wm c c hλ τ= ≡ =                                (31) 
Equally follows that the four-dimensional spatial extent w orthogonal to Minkowski space and in the latter 

being equivalent to the product of three-dimensional time tv and velocity vapp to be identical with mass by order 
of magnitude app vm w c v c t= = × . According to the previous it is also clear that owing to the fact that λw(w) 
intersects local three-dimensional XYZ-plane spatially of the three-sphere at zero-dimensional point (singular-
ity), rest time and rest mass must be scalars which always take well determined values in the rest frame, imply-
ing that they cannot be subject of quantum mechanical rules. 

Previously has been derived the product 2 2
wh cτ=  to be invariant at all latitudes of the three-sphere S3, 

whereas centrifugal energy E = ‒1/2m0c2 to depend on latitude. Therefore, only in the equatorial region of the 
hypersphere numerical equality 

0
2 wm

c
λ

=                                       (32) 

is to expect, i.e. that 2τw will become rest mass m0 entirely. At all other latitudes obviously  

0 2 2 wm h c κ τ= × <  is to expect, where κ is a latitude-dependent variable. The very reason is that local  
pseudo Euclidian Minkowski space tangential to the local metric of the hypersphere intersects FΡ(Α) at angle Α so 
that the through centrifugal acceleration aΡ(Α) generated momentum or velocity of mass m = 2W/c (m0 = 2τw) is 
diverted by value sin Α (see Figure 7): 

sin sin .WW A ct A vt≡ =                               (33a) 
Because, thus, the local plane of S3-space is aligned parallelly to sinΑ × FΡ(Α) it must possess gravitational 

mass of the same order of magnitude as well. But this gravitational mass, or, energy of space, respectively, will 
only become manifest where differences of potential exist, i.e. in the interior and exterior Schwarzschild field of 
matter (see below). Therefore, only part W(1 ‒ sinΑ)/c of W/c warps through the impact of FΡ(Α) local space of 
the three-sphere S3 to become rest mass: 

( ) ( )0

0

1 sin 2 1 sin ,
sin .

M c Mc A W A
M M M A

= − = −

= +
                    (33b) 
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Thus, variable κ = 1 ‒ sinΑ, which implies that minimum rest mass m0 (protron) be directly dependable on 
latitude according to  

( ) ( ) ( )
0

2 1 sin
2 1 sin ,wA

h A
m A

c
τ

−
≡ − =                            (34) 

whereby m0(Α) denotes m0 at any latitude Α and h = invariant according to Equation (30). From the known values 
of h = 6.626176 × 10‒27 erg × s, cΑ = 2.99792458 × 1010 cm × s‒1 and m0(Α) (protron) = 1.672623 × 10‒24 gr, the 
exact latitudenal position of our vantage point in the Universe, the Galaxy, straightforwardly is derivated: 

( )0arcsin 1 43.788 ,
2

AA
G

m c
A

h
 

= − =  
 


                            (35) 

being very close to the previous first guess of ΑG ≈ 45˚. 
One should note that part λw∙sinΑ of λw in local Minkowski tangent space also appears as 

( )2 2 2sin cosw w A Aλ λ = +   perpendicularly to the former (see Figure 6). As a consequence will every ob- 

server at any latitude of the static, self-contained three-sphere S3 his local spatial environment perceive as 
pseudo Euclidian Minkowski space, which for the Pythagorean rules are valid such that the physical laws take 
the same form everywhere. Especially is the spatial symmetry of the above Einsteinian field equation main-
tained, independently of latitudenal position. This effect—as we know—also is valid for all gravitational fields 
at our vantage point in the Universe. 

According to the above result the numerical value of the minimum (four-dimensional) length must be (state of 
rest in the rest frame) 

130.814013 10 cm,w hλ −= = ×                              (36) 
and the quantum of time 

242.715256 10 s.w
h

c
τ −= = ×                                (37) 

It is clear that the apparent rest time continuum of any observation every observer in the three-sphere will ex-
perience in reality is the finite sum 

0

t

w tτ
∆

= ∆∑                                    (38) 

of the finite time quanta w h cτ =  associated with λw and that the physical presence really lasts only τw  
second with reference to the respective rest-frame in the sphere. This implies that a constant cosmic time in the 
sense of general relativity, i.e. independently of a real existing λw/c and, furthermore, past and future do not exist 
physically. 

The previous results are in accord with the CGS-system, where h is defined by erg × s = 1gr × cm2⋅s‒2 × s, 
because according to these findings be valid m (gr) = λw (cm)/c= τw (s), so that h  really results in λw cm. The 
existence of a fundamental unit of (four-dimensional) length in the order of magnitude 10‒13 cm has been first 
proposed by Werner Heisenberg [16]. Furthermore, one should notice that the above derived numerical value 
0.814013 × 10‒13 cm of the protron’s four-dimensional geometric radius λw be very near to the recent experi-
mental finding that the former’s charge radius be ≈0.84087 × 10‒13 cm [17]. 

Thus, according to the previous and the following are e.g. Planck time tp = (ħG/c5)1/2 = 5.39 × 10‒44 s, or, 
Planck length lp = (ħG/c3)1/2 ≈10‒33 cm, respectively, no really existing physical parameters of nature (see also 
below and Appendix 3). 

Knowing the exact value of angle ΑG, the possibility arises to calculate radius Ρ of the three-sphere S3 from 
m0 = 2τw(1 ‒ sinΑ), or, vice versa, m0 or τw, respectively, from radius Ρ in association with centripedal accelera-
tion a = ‒ c2/Ρ and energy ϰTmn = 2U = ‒m0c2. We take from the left-hand side of the above Einsteinian field 
equation at the equatorial plane of the three-sphere the relation  

( )

52
2 2

2 1,
w

w EE
P w Emn

ccT a c
P Pλ

τ
λ⋅ = − ⋅− = =                          (39) 
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Figure 6. Illustrating (exaggerated) m0(A)=2τW(1 − sinA).        

 
where the gravitational energy of 2λw/c is set unity =1. Then, at any latitude of the three-sphere this must take 
the form  

( )
( ) ( )5 5 55

5

2 1 sin 2 1 sin cos
1,

w

w A w AE
Pmn

A

A c A c AtT a
P Ptλ

τ τ− −
= = =                (40) 

since tE is the unit measure of time in the sphere, i.e. according to the previous tE/tΑ = cΑ/cE = cosΑ, and the  
product ( ) 1

w PmnT aλ × =  at any latitude. Thus, one obtains 

( ) 0 5 5

5 5
0

2 1 sin ,
cos

cos .

w
A

A

PA m
c A

P m c A

τ − ≡ =

=

                             (41) 

With the canonical values of m0 (mass of protron) and c, furthermore, the derivated angle ΑG, given above, is 
calculated Ρ = 8.3999 × 109 ly. One should note that the latter result matches practically exactly the one previ-
ously calculated from cosmological data according to ratio (13). Of course does the reverse procedure with the 
respective values of Ρ, cΑ and angle ΑG exactly lead to the tabular mass of the protron given above. This result is 
not particularly strange, as from the first sight, but expresses just the latitude-dependent ratio between the largest 
and smallest four-dimensional dimensions of our Universe: 

( )4 5 401 sin cos 4.88 10 .
2 2 A

w

P P c A A
hλ

≡ = − = ×                        (42) 

Note that already more than 70 years ago Dirac assumed the ratio: Size of the Universe vs. size of the protron 
≈ 1040. 

Thus, it has been shown that rest mass of the protron and rest time-quantum in the rest frame be generated in 
three-dimensional space by the hidden vector-like four-dimensional spatial dimension λw of all stable baryonic 
matter. This implies, contrary to common view, all material bodies spatially to be built up four-dimensionally, 
though with the extreme tiny fourth dimension 2λw. Obviously is the instability of all baryon masses (reso-
nances) >m0(Α) (protron) =2τw(Α) and of the meson masses <m0(Α) due to the fact that their four-dimensional height 
≠2λw. 

8. Excursus on Quantum Geometry: Association of Rest Energy, m0, λw, and τ0  
(See Also Appendix 3) 

Given the quantum of length or fundamental length in one-dimensional manifold R1 be λ1, in two-dimensional 
R2 be λ2 and so on, then the hypotenuse of the smallest possible Pythagorean triangle (simplex) in the respective 
manifold must be the fundamental length of the next higher manifold, namely: 

2 1
2n2 i Rλ λ= × , 3 1

3n3 i Rλ λ= × , 4 1
42 in Rwλ λ λ≡ = × . 
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This follows since in Euclidian Micro-space 1) a smallest Pythagorean 2-simplex formed by the fundamental 
lengths 2λ1 + 1λ2 is only possible on the condition that 2-cube (λ2)2 exists, whereas a Pythagorean 2-simplex 
smaller than the former is not possible; 2) a smallest Pythagorean 3-simplex formed by the fundamental lengths 
3λ1 + 2λ2 + 1λ3 is only possible on the condition that 3-cube (λ3)3 exists, whereas a Pythagorean 3-simplex 
smaller than the former is not possible; 3) a smallest Pythagorean 4-simplex formed by the fundamental lengths 
4λ1 + 3λ2 + 2λ3 + 1λ4 is only possible on the condition that 4-cube (λ4)4 exists, whereas a Pythagorean 4-simplex 
smaller than the former is not possible. Hence, it must be valid  

3
1 2

2
2 2 ,

3 w h
λ

λ λ λ= = = =                                 (43) 

where λw ≡ λ4. It is clear that this reasoning runs reversely as well, i.e. back from λ4 to λ1. 
Considering that the n-dimensional volume of a n-dimensional simplex be λn/n, furthermore, assuming the 

protron to be build up with absolute minimum four-dimensional volume, say, Pythagorean double 4-simplex, the 
mass of the latter must be of value    

4 3
1 2 3 1 1

0 ,
4! 4! 4

w m c
λ λ λ λ λ λ

= =                                 (44a) 

whereas the product of 3-simplex as base and λw as four-dimensional height takes the form 
3

1 2 3 1 .
3! 3!w w

λ λ λ λ
λ λ=                                   (44b) 

Neglecting variable κ = (1 ‒ sinΑ), from the foregoing one straightfordwardly can derive the rest energy of the 
protron to be E0 = m0c2 = 2τwc2, or, E0/c = m0c = 2λw, respectively and, thus, showing that E0 is rooted in λw/c or 
τw, respectively. The previous two equations set equal results in 

3 3
1 1

0

0

,
4! 3!

2

w

w

m c

m c

λ λ
λ

λ

=

=

                                  (44c) 

as well. If one demands that in the relativistic conservation law λw always be conserved and the former is written 
in the form 

( )2 2 2
0 2 2

02

2

,
1

m c v
m c

v
c

−
=

−
                              (44d) 

then, it is obvious that momentum squared 2 2
0m v  in the enumerator of the left-hand side does not contain λw. 

The above demand can only be fulfilled if Equation (44d) takes the form 

( ) ( )2 2 2 2 2 2 2
0 2 2 2 4 2

02 2

2 2

,
1 1

w
w

m c c v c v
c m c E

v v
c c

λ
λ

− −
= = = =

− −
                 (44e) 

i.e. the fundamental conservation of λw obviously is the very origin of the association of rest energy and rest 
mass 

9. Origin of Mass of Spherical Material Bodies ≫ m0; The Energy Content of  
the Exterior Schwarzschild Field as the Origin of “Dark Matter” and, in  
Connection with This, as the Very Cause of the “Pioneer Anomaly”;  
Derivation of the Newtonian Constant 

9.1. Mass of Material Bodies ≫ m0 and the Origin of Its Density 
It has been proven long since that the time-independent Schwarzschild field outside an isolated spherically 
symmetric body takes the form of a parabolic three-dimensional manifold embedded in a four-dimensional 
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Euclidian space (locally), whereas the metric of the interior Schwarzschild field be the one of a three-dimen- 
sional hypersphere with oppositely directed constant curvature (with respect to the former) under the condition 
that pressure ρ = const, also embedded in the latter (see e.g. [18] [19]). The spherical symmetry of either metric 
automatically follows from the above finding that every observer at any latitude of the three-sphere S3 will per-
ceive his local spatial environment as pseudo Euclidian Minkowski tangent space. 

Analogously to the previous derivation of the protron’s rest mass also the mass of Earth and all other celestial 
bodies principally must be due to the four-dimensional height of the Schwarzschild field, which we denote Η 
(upper-case eta) to differentiate from cosmic coordinate difference w. But other than in the case of the protron 
one has to consider yet that Η refers to the four-dimensional distance from two-dimensional “rim” (Euclidian 
sphere with radius R) of a spherical solid cosmic body (gravitational well) to undisturbed local Minkowski-space, 
intersecting the latter perpendicularly. Analogously to (10)-(10c) will four-dimensional Η or the associated cur-
vature of the Schwarzschild field in one dimension, respectively, be projected into three-dimensional Min-
kowsky space spatially, whilst v2 = (2GM/R)1/2 takes the place of cosmic apparent velocity vapp, where v2 denotes 
second Newtonian cosmic velocity. Thus, with respect to all three dimensions of the gravitational field and con-
sidering that analogously to the mass of the protron only part (1 ‒ sinΑ) of Η3 through the impact of FΡ(Α)warps 
local space of the three-sphere S3 to become rest mass, for Earth the simple relation must hold 

( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

3 3
22

1 1 1 11 sin 1 sin ,
2 2

e wM

ee w e
e ee

E
M A H A v

R Rc R
= − = − =                   (45) 

which with respect to Me(w) takes the form 

( )
( )

( )

3
23

2
,

1 sin
ee

ee w

v R
M H

A
= =

−
                              (46) 

where, as already mentioned, v2(e) denotes second cosmic velocity (2GMe/Re)1/2 with respect to Earth, Me(w) mass 
of Earth induced through the latter’s four-dimensional height Ηe and Re radius of Earth. For all celestial bodies 
other than Earth this becomes to 

( ) ( )
3

3 22
,

1 sin
e e

w
v R

M H
A

= =
−




                            (47)
 

where v2 denotes second cosmic velocity of the respective cosmic mass and ϱ mean density of the latter. 
Note that this approach to mass calculation on the grounds of the physical picture developed above on princi-

ple delivers masses of solar system bodies which are not inconsiderably smaller than the standard tabular ones, 
e.g. for Earth 5.8166 × 1027 gr and for the Sun 1.934 × 1033 gr, respectively, in comparison to the tabular values 
5.9737 × 1027 gr and 1.989 × 1033 gr. The reason is that the above ansatz takes account of fourth-dimensional 
height Η only, i.e. it delivers the value of mere inertial mass. Also taking into consideration the energy content 
or gravitational mass of the interior Schwarzschild field of Earth (see below) delivers the ansatz 

( ) ( ) ( )
6

3 2 3 2
2

4 ,e
e e e ee w V

e

v
M H g R

R
η+ = + = =                       (48) 

or, generally 

( ) ( )
26

3 2 22
2

2
16 ,e

ew V
gvM H gg R

R g
η+ = + = =                      (49) 

where M(w+V) denotes the cube of the sum of four-dimensional height Η plus four-dimensional height η 
(lower-case eta) of the interior Schwarzschild field of the body. Obviously expresses M(w+V) = (Η + η)3 gravita-
tional mass (see below). 

Contrary to the first mass equations deliver the latter principally higher mass values than the tabular ones, e.g. 
for Earth Me(w+V) = 6.123 × 1027 gr and for the Sun M☼(w+V) = 2.044 × 1033 gr. In the case of Earth the difference 
of mass calculation in accord with the above mass equations is of the order of 

( ) ( ) ( )3 3 270.316 10 gre e ee w V e wM M H Hη+ − = + − = ×                  (50a) 
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and for the Sun 

 
( ) ( ) ( )3 3 330.134 10 gr.w V wM M H Hη+ − = + − = ×

               (50b) 
These differences express the respective interior Schwarzschild mass and are also calculable from first princi-

ples (see below). 
The above formulae enable one to calculate the four-dimensional height of Earth and all other symmetric 

cosmic bodies simply with 

( )

1 1
3 3 .ww VM Mη += −                                    (51) 

The four-dimensional height of Earth is calculated with ηe ≈ 330 km and and the one of the Sun with η☼ ≈ 
23,187 km, respectively. If the angle enclosing Euclidian three-dimensonal radius R and the approximation (η2 + 
R2)1/2 of the curved four-dimensional “radius” of a spherical cosmic body is denoted ϖ, then it applies 

3
3

2 2 2

4 sin 4
1 sin 1 sin
R Rv

A AR

ϖ η

η

 
 = =
 − −+ 

                       (52a) 

and 

( )

3 6
3 2 6

2
22 2 2 2

2 sin 2 8 sin 8 .
1 sin 1 sin 1 sin 1 sin
v v R Rg

A A A AR R

ϖ η ϖ η

η η

   
   = = = =
   − − − −+ +   

          (52b) 

Both equations deliver the correct values of the Sun’s and the planet’s respective values of velocity v2 and 
gravitational acceleration g, respectively. 

From the preceding one calculates the four-dimensional height ( )2H Oeη  of a water planet Earth with mean 
density ( )2H O 1e =  with 

( )
( ) ( )

2

1 1
3 3

H O 1 1
3 3

186.78 km.e w V e w e
e

e e

M M η
η + −

= = =
 

                        (53a) 

Therefrom in association with the preceding for any gravitating body with defined radius generally is given 

( )2

3

H O

.e

e

R
R

η
η

 
 =
 
 

                                      (53b) 

9.2. The Mass-Energy Content of the Interior Gravitational Field 
Above has been shown the interior gravitational field of material bodies to contribute to the total gravitational 
rest mass of the latter, owing to the inclination of local pseudo Euclidian Minkowski space tangentially to the 
metric of the hypersphere by angle Α relative to centrifugal acceleration a(Α). Thus it is evident that the gravita-
tionally observable effect of “dark matter” has to be attributed to the interaction of matter with the mass-energy 
of the Einsteinian field as well with the previously in Equation (33a) derived general value on cosmic scale. 

As already mentioned, is cosmic vapp in gravitational fields replaced by second cosmic velocity v2 at radial 
point R of M. Although product 3

2v  mirrors the cube of four-dimensional height Η of the Schwarzschild field 
outside a body at its boundary R (three-dimensional radius of the body), being equivalent to the curvature of 
light path, respectively, is the former for the interior field valid as well, because the outer parabolic curvature at 
point R becomes spherical and, therewith, opposite to the former, i.e. switching sign (−). Thus, at the very 
four-dimensional center of the body with four-dimensional height η we have exact cancellation of curvatures 
and, thus, v2 + ‒v2 = 0 (see below). Now, in Minkowskian tangent plane inclined by angle Α to vector of aΡ, the 
mass of the interior Schwarzschild field of Earth will be determined by 1/2 aΡ t2, where according to the above  

aΡ = c2/Ρ. If one demands aΡ = c/tv = 1/2c in unit time, then this leads to ( )
2 21 1 sin

2 4Pa t ct Aη=   so that for the  
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integrated interior field mass of Earth one can write  

( )

3
2 321 sin .

4 int

e
eV

e

GM
t c A R

Rη

 
=  
 

                              (54) 

With respect to ( )inte VM  the latter equation takes the form  

( )
( )

( ) ( )
3

3 1
3 2 2
2

2 2
2 sin

sinint

e
eee V

GM
M v R c A

c A
−= =                        (55) 

and in the general case 

( ) ( )
2

3 1 33 2 222 sin .
int

e
eVM v R c A −  

=  
 




                           (56) 

These formulae deliver for the mass of the Sun’s interior Schwarzschild field  ( )
330.131 10 gr

intVM = ×  and  

for the inner field of Earth ( )
270.315 10 gr

inte VM = × . Both results, for Earth and Sun, are in very good accord  

with the values (Equations (50a) and (50b)) which have been derived as difference M(w+V) – M(w) of the mass 
formulae (48)-(50b) in association with astronomical data. 

The same is found for the other planets and the moon. 
Thus, the conclusion is unavoidable the tabular mass values of all gravitating bodies in the solar system to be 

the median of the mass solely induced through the respective four-dimensional height Η cubed such that M(w) = 
Η3 (inertial mass) and the sum Η + η cubed, M(w+V) = (Η + η)3 (gravitational mass) so that difference (Η + η)3 – 
Η3 be the mass content of the interior gravitational field. This phenomenon is due to the fact that only the gravi-
tational constant G and the gravitational acceleration ge of Earth, induced through its integrated mass Me(w+V) = 
6.123 × 1027 gr, be directly measurable, whilst all other masses in the solar system are derived from orbital ve-
locities in accord with the Newtonian formulae (inertial mass; see also below “Derivation of the gravitational 
constant G”). 

The previously derived physical relations referring to the mass of material bodies and their respective interior 
gravitational field are also applicable to the mass of the protron, which now can be calculated independently of 
the latter’s above mass derivation. According to the previous results is the protron’s gravitational mass (2λw/c + 
mass of interior field) also given by 

( ) ( )
32 5

0
cos1 1 sin ,

2
A

w V
c Am A

P+

 
= − 

 
                          (57) 

whereas the mass of its interior field alone takes the form 

( ) ( ) ( )
3 1

1 32 23 33 2
0 2 1 sin 2 1 sin .

cos
A

w E wV
cm c A A

A
λ λ

−
−   = − = −       

                 (58) 

Calculation results in m0(w+V) = 1.679358 × 10‒24 gr and m0(V) = 6.660289 × 10‒27 gr, respectively, with differ- 
ence ( ) ( )

24
0 0 0 1.6726977 10 grw V Vm m m+

−= − = × , which is very near to the tabular value 1.672623 × 10‒24 gr.  

Note that difference ( ) ( )0 0w V Vm m+ − , other than mass calculation of solar system bodies, directly hits the tabular  

mass value. This is owing to the fact that the laboratory value of m0 is not derived as gravitational, but rather as 
inertial mass m0(w). 

9.3. The Gravitational Mass of the Exterior Schwarzschild Field as the Origin of  
“Dark Matter” 

As widely known, has Dark Matter or missing mass, respectively, been postulated long since to explain the dis-
crepancies between the observed kinematics of some components of astrophysical systems like e.g. clusters of 
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galaxies [20] and spiral galaxies [21]-[24], furthermore, predictions on the grounds of Newtonian dynamics 
from the directly observable masses (stars and gas clouds). Whereas Zwicky in 1937 an explanation still sought 
in the existence of undetected, baryonic matter [20], it is widely assumed currently that the non-detected carrier 
of this gravitational mass is constituted by non-baryonic, weakly interacting particles of yet unknown origin 
which shall account for about 23% of the mass-energy content of the Universe (e.g. [25]). 

Especially show all galaxies up to multiples of the optical radius nearly constant or even rising orbital veloci-
ties instead of expected Keplerian behaviour. The rotational data of low surface brightness dwarf galaxies re-
quire an even much higher amount of the unseen mass component. The same is true for pairs of galaxies, galaxy 
clusters and superclusters. e.g. do the Milky Way Galaxy and Andromeda approach each other much faster than 
one would expect from the gravitational attraction of the visible masses alone (e.g. [26]). 

The previous derivation of the inner field mass can right forwardly be adopted for the exterior Schwarzschild 
field of mass assemblies with massive material core and definable radius, as e.g. stars and the innermost bulge of 
galaxies, by considering that the energy content of the latter be not a constant as the integrated interior field 
mass of the former, but rather variable depending on distance R from the boundary between the inner and outer 
field, i.e. one has to calculate the mass of the field in dependence on R, which leads in the case of the Sun to 

 
( ) ( )

3
22 3 3214 1 sin ,

4ex Aw V

GM
t c A R

R
 

− =   
 

                          (59) 

whereby R runs radially from the boundary of the Schwarzschild field. With regard to mass ( )exVM  of the Sun 
this takes the form 

 
( ) ( ) ( )

3
2 13

2
1 1 sin ,
4exV

A

RM v A
c

− 
= − 

 
                           (60) 

being also valid for all other solid cosmic bodies with defined radius as well. One should notice that the de-
pendence of the exterior Schwarzschild mass on latitude runs contrary to the of the protron’s mass by factor (1 ‒ 
sinΑ)‒1 such that in the cosmic polar regions the former gradually outnumbers the latter and at the very cosmic 
poles only Schwarzschild mass can exist. 

For galaxies and still larger cosmic systems with no surface and, thus, defined boundary of interior and exte- 
rior Schwarzschild field one obtains from Newtonian ( ) ( )

2
orb o wrb r Vo bM Rv G M M= × = +  and, setting the left  

hand side of the latter Equation (60) ( )ex orbVM M= the expression 

( )

( )

3
2 2

1
2

1 ,
4

1 sin
ex

orb
V R

orb

v R
M

GR A
→ =

−
                               (61) 

where vorb denotes orbital velocity at Rorb ≤ R (see also below). This implies to simply derive the field mass of 
the latter in dependence on the respective radius if orbital velocity vorb and radius Rorb, respectively, of an orbit-
ing object, say star, are known, from the relation 

( )
( )

( )
1

2

3
2

2

1

,
4 1 sin

ex

ex

V R
V R

MRM
R A

→

→

 
=   − 

                              (62) 

whereby R2 ≥ R1. For galaxies other than the Milky Way this takes the form 

( )
( )

( )

( )

( )
1

2

33
22 2 2

12 1

,
4 1 sin

ex

ex

V R
V R

Mv RM
v R A

→

→

   
 =    −  

                           (63) 

where v2(2) denotes second cosmic velocity of the galaxy and v2(1) the respective value of the Milky Way derived 
below (Equation (65)). Accordingly for the velocity of a cosmic body orbiting a galaxy, e.g. the Milky Way 
Galaxy at radius R beyond radius Rorb ≤ R, one obtains 
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( )

1
4

.
2 1 sin

orb
orb R

orb

v Rv
RA→

 
=  

−  
                                (64) 

This delivers e.g. for the Milky Way at its assumed boundary R = 5 × 104 Lj orbital velocity  
Vorb(→R) = 233 km⋅s‒1 and at R = 1.8 × 105 Lj, the distance of the Large Magellanic cloud (LMC), Vorb(→R) = 

322 km⋅s‒1, where vorb = 220 km⋅s‒1denotes the Sun’s orbital velocity. This implies the Milky Way’s rotation 
curve to steadily rise with increasing radius out to the utmost range of its exterior Schwarzschild field (see be-
low).  

From the above mass formula of the exterior Schwarzschild field in connection with the Sun’s vorb one derives 
the Milky Way’s second cosmic velocity in cm⋅s‒1 cubed with value 

3
2 2

3 26
2 1

2

2.66 10orb

orb

v c
v

GR
= = ×                                 (65) 

numerically. Assumably refers Equation (65) to the second cosmic velocity cubic of the innermost central core 
of the Milky Way, spinning like a rigid rotator with about constant angular velocity. Thus, disregarding the ra-
dius of the innermost galactic rotator, the total mass MG of the Milky Way in dependence on radius takes the 
simple form 

( )

3
10 23.75 10 gr.

exG V RM R→ = × ×                             (66) 

The latter and the above mass equations deliver e.g. for the Galaxy’s total mass MG(w) + MG(V) inside Rorb = 5 × 
104 Lj a value of ≈ 3.86 × 1044 gr = 1.93 × 1011M☼ and for MG(w) + MG(V)inside Rorb = 1.8 × 105 Lj (distance of 
the LMC) 2.64 × 1045 gr = 1.32 × 1012M☼, both results being in excellent agreement with recent astronomical 
estimations (see below). 

Because, as previously derived, the local S3-space plane is aligned parallelly to sinΑ × FΡ(Α), which implies 
that merely one radial direction of the Schwarzschild field runs parallelly to the latter, it principally turns possi-  
ble to also calculate the infinitesimal Schwarzschild mass ( )d

exV RM →
 from this radius alone as well in the form: 

( )

( )

21
32

1
4

2d 2 1 2 .
2 2d 1 sin

exV RM R GM GM R c
RR A

−→

−
= =

−
                     (67) 

Integration results in 

( ) ( )

( )

2 11
3 24

0

23 1
32 4

2 1 sin d
4

2 1 sin ,
6

ex

R

V R
GMM c A R R

GM R c A C

− −
→

− −

= −

= − +

∫
                      (68) 

where C = M(w+V), i.e. sum of baryonic mass plus mass of the interior Schwarzschild fields, which can be ne-
glegted in the case of huge mass assemblies as e.g. galaxies, clusters and clouds. From Morb inside the Sun’s or-
bit one calculates 

( )

4
2 3

16
1 3
3 4

3
2 1.6179 10

2 1 sin

orb A

orb

v c
GM

GR A
= = ×

−
                     (69) 

numerically. Insertion of √2GM into the right-hand side of the lower Equation (68) results as well as the former 
formulae in the same amount of total gravitational mass MG(w) + MG(V) inside Rorb = 5 × 104 ly of the Milky Way 
as the previous calculations, i.e. 3.86 × 1044 gr = 1.93 × 1011M☼.  

From the foregoing follows the non-existence of “Dark Matter” in which form ever as the cause of the ob-
served dynamical behaviour of galaxies, clouds and clusters. Rather the gravitational mass of the exterior 
Schwarzschild field, i.e. mass of the gravitational field—Schwarzschild mass—, truly traces the transformation 
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of four-dimensional geometry spatially of the latter into four-dimensional spacetime being three dimensional 
spatially so that for all gravitational systems always the simple relation holds: 

( )

( ) ( )
2

1

2
3

2
2
3

1

,
4 1 sin

ex

ex

V R

V R

M R
M R A

→

→

 
  =
 
  −  

                        (70) 

whereby, as previously shown, the left-hand side is dependable on the ratio (v2(1)/v2(2))3 for every galaxy indi-
vidually. This explains easily the astronomical observation that the “Dark Matter” content of each successive 
concentric shell of the gravitational field remains constant for all R. 

9.4. Derivation of the Newtonian Constant G and Some Implications of the Southward  
Drift of the Milky Way Galaxy 

In gravitational theory the ratio of gravitational and inertial material mass Mg/Mi is set equal to one, whereas the 
inertial mass Mi customarily is measured in arbitrary units of e.g. gram: 

8 3 2 16.674 10 cm c gr .g

i

M
G

M
− − −⋅ ⋅≡ = ×  

In a first step it will be shown that the above findings enables one to derivate G in natural units at the equator 
of the three-sphere. According to Equation (19) will upon a body of unity mass = 1, located at the equator of the 
S3-sphere, act the centrifugal force 

( )

2
2

1 ,E
P PE M

cF G M P
P

ω=≡ = = −                             (71) 

where GE(M=1) denotes gravitational constant derived from a material body with arbitrary mass = 1 at zero cosmic 
latitude. Changing sign (+), then analogously to the derivation of the protron mass, this must vary with latitude 
A as 

( )
( )

2
1 sin

1 ,E A
A M

c
G

P
−

= =                                      (72) 

and, because cE = cΑ/cosΑ, the latter at any latitude takes the form 

( )
( )

( )

2 2
1 sin

1 2 variant.
1 sincos

A A A
A M

c cG
P AP A

−
= = = =

+
                         (73) 

As one observes, be only the product 

( ) ( )1
2

1 sin
1A M

A

G P A

c
= +

=                                 (74) 

always constant. Calculation of Equation (76b) with the known values of cA, Ρ and Α results in 

( )
8 2

1 6.684537 10 cm s .A MG − −
= = × ⋅                             (75) 

This slight deviational surplus relative to the above tabular value owes its existence to the uncertainties in 
calculating the correct values of radius Ρ and cosmic angle Α of the Galaxy’s lateral position within the northern 
cosmic hemisphere, because according to the preceding Ρ = 2c/πH0. i.e. slight differences in determining the  
Hubble constant H0 directly affect the theoretical derivation of the “constant” ( )1A MG =

 (see also chapter 12 be- 

low).  
The second cosmic velocity v2 = (2GM/R)1/2 in mass Equation (48) and the following ones has to be consid-

ered constant independently of latitude with the result that the latitude-dependent value of the mass scalars re-
sults only in association with variable (former constant) Equation (76b). Thus, if one puts the ratio of 2

orbv  at 
the equatorial plane and any latitude of the hypersphere this results in 
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( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( ) ( )

2

2 1
1 sin

Eorb E orb A orb A

A orb E orb Eorb A

v G R R

G R R Av
= = =

−
                       (76) 

where Rorb(Α) and Rorb(E) denote orbital radius at latitude Α and the equatorial plane, respectively. i.e. orbital ra-
dius Rorb(Α) will expand by value  

( )
( )

( )
,

1 sin
orb A

orb E

R
R

A
=

−
                                  (77a) 

whilst the gravitational bound orbiting system is gradually floating from latitude Α towards the equatorial plane 
of the hypersphere. The latter effect explains the recently observed secular increase of the Astronomical Unit 
and some other related phenomena (see below and Appendix 4). The previous results are also simply derived by 
considering that be valid 

( )

( ) ( )
1

1

1 ,
1 sin

E M

A M

G

G A
=

=

=
−

                                 (77b) 

implying an associated increase of the Einsteinian curvature radius and, therewith, of any orbital radius at the 
same order of magnitude, i.e. (1 ‒ sinΑ)‒1 if the gravitational system is drifting towards the Universe’s equator. 

The same relation is derived for the gravitational acceleration of Earth 

( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2

1 1 sin
2 2 .A M e w V e w V E A

e
e ee w

G M M cFg
M PR R

= + + −= = =                       (78a) 

The ratio of ge at the equatorial plane and any latitude of the three-sphere thus becomes to 

( )

( ) ( )
1 ,

1 sin
e E

e A

g

g A
=

−
                                 (78b) 

implying that ge will increase by value 

( )
( )

( )1 sin
e A

e E

g
g

A
=

−
                                   (79) 

in the course of the Milky Way’s drift from its present position at latitude Α = 43.788˚ towards the equator of the 
Universe, i.e. that in this case ge must have been weaker in former times. 

9.5. Schwarzschild Mass of the Exterior Gravitational Field of Stars (Sun) and of Huge  
Mass Assemblies Explains the “Pioneer Anomaly” and the Latter’s Dynamics  

As widely known, consists the so called Pioneer anomaly of an unmodelled acceleration ap directed towards the 
Sun, which has been observed acting on both Pioneer spacecraft, launched in 1972 (Pioneer 10) and 1973 (Pio-
neer 11), respectively, which since are travelling on about opposite tracks outbound ranging the solar system. 
The former has been detected by the Pioneer team in 1980 at ≈20 AU after Pioneer 10 had passed Saturn and the 
direct solar radiation pressure acceleration off the Sun had decreased such that ap became manifest in the data 
(Anderson et al., [27] [28]). Meanwhile acceleration data of both spacecraft have been gathered and evaluated in 
the range from 20 AU to 70.5 AU. After corrections considering systematics generated external to the spacecraft 
and on-board, furthermore, computational systematics, the authors give a final value ap = 8.74 ± 1.33 × 10‒8 
cm⋅s‒2, whereby over a range of 40 to 60 AU no magnitude variation within a sensitivity of 2 × 10‒8 cm⋅s‒2 has 
been found [27]. 

From the above formula of the Sun’s exterior Schwarzschild field mass we receive directly the value of the 
acceleration induced through the Schwarzschild mass at any range R on an inertially outbound travelling space-
craft of the order 
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The latter Equation delivers at distance 10 AU ap = 20.02 × 10‒8 cm⋅s‒2. Anderson et al. adopted for modeling 
of the strength of solar pressure at 10 AU acceleration ap☼ = 18.9 × 10‒8 cm⋅s‒2 off the Sun, so that at 70 AU of 
the former be only 0.39 × 10‒8 cm⋅s‒2 left. But one should observe that the value of solar pressure at this distance 
is not known for sure and, thus, can vary over a wide range. Nevertheless, for the following calculations of ap at 
distances from 20 - 70 AU the Anderson value of ap(☼) = 18.9 × 10‒8 cm⋅s‒2 at 10 AU has been adopted. Consid-
ering this, from Equation (87a) is calculated: 

 ( )

( ) ( )8 2

AU 20 30 40 50 60 70

10 cm s 9.43 9.46 8.83 8.20 7.65 7.18p

R

a − −⋅
           (80b) 

As one observes, decreases ap(☼) steadily, but nevertheless does the mean from 20 to 70 AU be of value 8.46 
× 10‒8 cm⋅s‒2 (the mean up to 60 AU be = 8.7 × 10‒8) and, therewith, very near to the observational data of 
Anderson et al.  

Furtheron, it will be demonstrated that the infall velocity in the Bullet cluster system of value vi > 3000 km/s, 
which recently has been derived from the observed X-ray brightness and considerably deviates from calculations 
on the grounds of Newtonian Gravitation with vi ≈ 980 km⋅s‒1, directly follows from the above mass formulae of 
the Schwarzschild field [29] [30]. For reasons of simplicity both systems are considered to have same baryonic 
mass Mma = 3.55 × 1013 M☼ so that the baryonic center is located midway at R = 2.3 Mpc with both systems  
falling onto this point in space with combined kinetic energy: ( ) ( )

2 21 2 ma i mi i mama w VM v M v GM M R++ = , i.e.  

total energy 2 2
tot ma i mi iE M v M v= =  such that be valid: 

( )
( )2 .ex maV R

ma ikin tot

GM M
E M v

R
→= =                            (81a) 

With respect to one of the clusters the total gravitational mass according to Equation (68) is calculated with  

 
( ) ( )

3
2 12
3 4

50 16

2
1 sin

6 2
1.21 10 gr 6.027 10 ,

ex R
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V

GM RM c A

M

→

− − = − 
 

= × = ×
                       (81b) 

whereby for reasons of simplicity the latitudenal position of the cluster is also taken as Α = 43.788˚. Inserting  
( )exV RM →

 into the right-hand side of (88a) yields vi = 3804 km/s. 

The above formulae for calculating the Schwarzschild mass also easily explain the measured increase of spiral 
rotation curves [31] and of the Galaxy’s Halo stars and the Magellanic clouds’ (LMC and SMC) proper motion 
[32] [33]. 

10. Owing to Foucault’s Law Warp Rapidly Spinning Rotators within the  
Rotating S3-Sphere the Local Space-Fabric and Cause the Universal  
Centrifugal Force to Divert; Implications for Rotators in Space and on Earth 

To begin with, the simple cross-section in Figure 7 illustrating a photon’s great circle geodesics σ = 2Ρπ about 
the S3-hypersphere’s rotation poles with crossing its equatorial sphere perpendicularly, may also visualize direc-
tions and distances in the three-sphere. As previously shown, does the rotation of the three-sphere give rise to 
internal centrifugal force FΡ. 

The Galaxy’s present lateral position in the three-sphere in accord with Equation (35) is calculated with ΑG = 
43.788˚ and it has been shown this derivation to be fairly exact, whereas the previously introduced direction of 
rotation of the hypersphere to be clockwise about its rotation pole, here arbitrarily designated as the northern one, 
is a reasonable assumption, which will be proven in detail further below. Thus, the Galaxy’s distance r4D from 
the equator E then would be ≈(43.788/90) × Ρπ/2 = 6.42 × 109 ly in comparison to distance ≈ 6.78 × 109 ly from 
the nearest, say northern, rotation pole of the closed, static, self-containing, steadily rotating three-sphere S3. 

Furthermore, it is obvious that the rotating three-sphere in four-dimensional space with Euclidian E4 metric 
can be considered as a hyper-gyro, which for the basic Newtonian laws, especially for the rotation of rigid bod-
ies, must be fully valid. This must also apply to fast spinning gyros inside the rotating three-sphere with respect  
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Figure 7. Cross-section of a photon’s great circle geodesics 
about the Universe’s rotation poles.                          

 
to the latter’s rotation, because FΡ acts upon every moving mass point of the rotator individually. In the latter 
case a body with mass m moving with velocity v in the rotating three-sphere will experience the fictitious Corio-
lis force 

2 ,cor PF m vω=                                       (82) 
being dependent on velocity and acting perpendicularly to vector ω. Analogously to high- and low-pressure sys-
tems on spinning Earth must in the spinning three-sphere also arise Coriolis forces, which enforce all material to 
stream towards or off big cosmic systems, as e.g. galaxies and clusters of galaxies, into the well-known helical 
form. This manifestation of the Coriolis force within the spinning hypersphere has aside from spiral galaxies re-
cently also been found in spiral-like structures at the center of galaxy clusters on the grounds of X-ray data 
analysis of Chandra observations of 15 nearby clusters of galaxies (see e.g. Laganá, 2009 [34]). 

But the most important physical phenomena in the spinning Universe are to expect as a result of the well- 
known law of Foucault, according to which a fast-spinning axially symmetric gyro will set its rotation axis so 
that the angle with the axis of the enforced rotation tends to a minimum and the direction of both rotations coin-
cides. As well known, enforces Foucault’s law on rotating Earth a gyro’s axis of rotation (e.g. of a gyro compass) 
to adjust in the horizontal plane to the north-south direction so that the angle with the axis of rotation of Earth 
becomes as small as possible. The torque, or, self-aligning torque at angle β in reference to the north-south di-
rection (Earth) amounts to  

cos sin ,eJµ ω α β=                                 (83) 
whereby J denotes angular momentum of the gyro, ωe angular velocity of Earth and α latitude on Earth. As 
widely known results Equation (83) from the integration of the gyro’s mass elements torques, caused by the 
Coriolis force. 

In principle it is to expect that a fast-spinning gyro behaves analogously in the steadily rotating S3-hypers- 
phere by turning its axis of rotation so as to shape the smallest possible angle with the sphere’s rotation axis and, 
simultaneously, to bring its direction of rotation in coincidence with that of the former. Depending on the gyro’s 
direction of rotation within the sphere, results a tilt of the same rotation pole either to the northern or to the 
southern rotation pole of the three-sphere. As a consequence will the gyro the locally flat Minkowsi metric ηnm 
of its volume (and probably the adjacent space) deform or warp with regard to the hypersphere’s axis of rotation 
and, thus, by diverting the centrifugal force FΡ, increase or decrease the latter so that the gyro under considera-
tion is set in northward or southward motion (in dependence on its direction of rotation). The principle is visual-
ized in Figure 8. 

Because of the absolute elasticity of the sphere’s spatial fabric it is to expect that angular velocity ωK of the 
gyro and the sine of the angle α enclosed by the sphere’s and the gyro’s axes of rotation and the resulting trans-
versal velocity vtrans due to reversion of FΡ be linearly connected. Thereby, according to special relativity the 
gyro has to be considered resting in its coordinate system at rest. Because of the linearity of the physical situa-
tion in the sense of Newtonian physics takes the above momentum equation the transitional form 

cos sinK K PJ Aµ ω α=                               (84) 
which then can be directly applied to gyros in the steadily rotating three-sphere, where α now denotes the angle 
of the self-aligning torque in reference to the north-south direction of the spinning Universe, μK self-aligning  
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Figure 8. Divertion of the centrifugal force FP by fast-rotating 
gyros in the rotating Universe. Fat line denotes gyro.           

 
torque and JK angular momentum of the gyro, ωΡ angular velocity of the sphere at radius Ρ, Α the gyro’s lati-
tude in the sphere, respectively. 

Consider the most simple hypothetical case of a gyro in a gravitational field at the equator of S3 so that cosΑ = 
1 and the above formula takes the simpler form  

sin .K K PJµ ω α=                                    (85) 
Torque MK shall suffice to divert the centrifugal force FΡ in the sphere such that the part of the latter which lo-
cally acts as gravity, vanishes. This for, angle α obviously must be given a value, which just causes the accord-
ing to general relativity warped spacetime of the field around the points (0, r) = r of the gyro’s axis with ap-
proximated Minkowski metric gnm = ηnm + fnm to switch into the flat state ηnm and fnm, describing the gravitational 
potential and, thus, to vanish. i.e., the fundamental tensor of the field shall take the form g44 = η44 = ‒1. Because 
only very small angles are concerned and the Newtonian gravitational potential U being associated with the 
metric of general relativity by the relations 

2
44

44 2

2, 1 ,
2

c f UU g
c

 = − = − + 
 

                          (86) 

one receives: ( ) ( )44 44 44
2 2

44i 2n 1 2s g g f U c GM c Rgα α = + = = =≈ − , where G denotes gravitational constant,  

M mass and R radius of the body constituting the well of the gravitational field. Thus, the previous formula of 
the self-aligning torque for angle α takes the form 

44K K PJ fµ ω=                                      (87) 
Furthermore, according to the previous is ωΡ = c/(Ρ × cosΑ) and, thus, defining velocity of light as the three- 

sphere’s circumferential speed ωΡ × Ρ × cosΑ at latitude Α. Because JKωΡ × cosΑ = Mcor denotes the torque the 
Coriolis force will exert within the S3-hypersphere, may the left-hand side of the above formula now also be 
written as  

442 2K cor rot K P rot K P
r rM a J a J f
c c

µ ω ω= = =                        (88) 

(with cosΑ = 1),where arot = (vrot)2/r denotes circular acceleration, vrot circumferential (rotation) speed and r ra-
dius of gyro. Cancelling factor JKωΡ from both sides of the right hand side of the second line, the simple rela-
tion between the rotation speed vrot of a gyro and the decrease of gravity of value 

( )44

2

44 2 0rot fv
f

c
+ =                                     (89) 

is obtained. Thus, the circumferential velocity ( )44rot fv  of a gyro just suffices to let vanish f44 and, therewith, the 
gravitational potential at the gyro’s location. Notice that neither the gyro’s angular velocity nor angular momen-
tum or moment of inertia play any role. Because of the stated linearity it must be valid sinα = vtrans/c so that the 
above relation for gravitational fields takes the form 

2

442 .trans rotv v
f

c c
= +                                    (90) 
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Outside of gravitational fields with metric gnm = ηnm this simply becomes to 
2

2 .trans rotv v
c c

=                                       (91) 

But these relations are by no means complete yet. As already mentioned, has to be considered yet that refer-
ring to the gyro’s direction of rotation in the S3-space this leads either to a northern or southern alignment of the 
gyro’s axle such that the vector of the resulting velocity vtrans always points into the opposite direction. Further-
more, does the latitude of angle Α play an important role, because e.g. in the “northern hemisphere” the cen-
trifugal force Fc = FΡ × cos2Α will increase with latitude proportional to sinΑ and, thus, counterclockwise rotat-
ing gyros must be set back and clockwise rotating ones ahead by factor sinΑ (see Figure 9). 

Thus, for gyros spinning counterclockwise in space with flat metric ηnm must be valid  

( )2

2

1 sin
.transNrotCC v Av

cc
−

=                                  (92) 

For the Galaxy’s previously calculated position at cosmic northern latitude ΑG ≈ 43.788 the latter equation 
takes the form  

2

2

0.308
.rotCC transNv v

cc
⋅

=                                    (93) 

Likewise, gyros spinning clockwise in the northern cosmic hemisphere must be ahead by the factor 

( )2

2

1 sintransSrotC v Av
cc
+

=                                    (94) 

such that at the lateral position of the Galaxy applies:  
2

2

1.692
.rotC transSv v

cc
⋅

=                                 (95) 

It is predicted that the translational velocity which according to the latter equations results from rapid spin-
ning, independently of mass, dimension and other physical properties of the rotator, be the very cause of veloc-
ity kicks of fast spinning neutron stars, black holes and white dwarfs at their birth. Furthermore, should in ac-
cord with the previous all rapid rotators in the Universe, including spiral galaxies, show a distinct parallelism of 
their rotation axes (see extensive discussion in Appendix 4).  

Applied to gravitational fields at the lateral postion of the Galaxy one receives the formulae  

( )
2

442 1 sin 43.788rotCC transNv vf
c c

 = − − − 
 

                            (96) 

and 

( )
2

442 1 sin 43.788 .rotC transSv vf
c c

 = − − + 
 

                          (97) 

 

 
Figure 9. Gyros with oppositely directed rotation in dependen- 
ce on cosmicl atitude A. Fat line denotes gyro, CC counter- 
clockwise and C clockwise rotation, respectively.              
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These Equations enable one to calculate the circumferential rotation speed vrot which just suffices to cancel 
the inertia of a rotator in the gravitational field of Earth, i.e. neutralize its weight on the surface of Earth. Ob- 
viously, this for the gravitational potential ( )2

441 2 e ef GM c R= −  must vanish. If in the previous Equation  

(96) is put 2 2
441 2 0rs ottranv v c f+ == , then for counterclockwise rotation (cc) the expression follows 

( )
44

1

2

1 sin 43.788
4.39 km se

frotCC e

GM
v

R
−

 
 
 

−
= = ⋅



                  (98) 

and for clockwise rotation (c), parallel to the S3-sphere’s direction of rotation 

( )
44

1

2

1 sin 43.788
10.29 km s ,e

frotC e

GM
v

R
−

 
 
 

+
= = ⋅



                (99) 

whereby, to mention it again, the three-sphere’s sense of rotation still is mere assumption (but see below). Thus, 
a gyro on the surface of Earth spinning freely (unconfined) counterclockwise with respect to the northern rota-
tion pole of the three-sphere S3 loses its inertia, i.e. becomes “weightless”, at a circumferential speed of 4.39 
km⋅s‒1 absolute independently of the rotator’s material condition, spatial dimensions and moment of inertia or 
angular momentum, respectively. The same is valid for the rotator now spinning clockwise with respect to the 
northern rotation pole at a circumferential speed of 10.29 km⋅s‒1. In both cases only rotation speeds on the sur-
face of Earth > 4.39 km⋅s‒1, or, 10.29 km⋅s‒1, respectively, are transformed into translational motion. These re-
sults are, of course, first theoretical derivations, which need confirmation or correction, respectively, through 
experiment (see Appendix 4 and Appendix 5). 

From the previous follows, furthermore, in the case ( )2 2
441 2 1 sinrotv c f A= − , i.e. on the rotator’s volume  

bound local cancellation of the gravitational potential ( )2
441 2 e ef GM c R= −  with the effect of vanishment of  

gravity locally, on the surface of a gravitating cosmic body to be valid 

( ) ( )
44 44

2

2 2

1 sin
1 sinf f

trans rot

GM A
v c A v

R   
   
   

±
± = =                          (100) 

and 

( )

44 44

2

2 2

1 sin

f f
trans rot

cv v

g
R R A

   
   
   = =

±
                            (101) 

This implies on the surface of all solid cosmic bodies, i.e. stars, planets and moons, to be directly valid  

( )

44 44

2

2
2 2 2

2 2 ,
1 sin 2

f f
trans rot

v v
v

c c A c

   
   
   = =

±
                            (102) 

i.e. the induction of vtrans/c through the spinning gyro is reflected by a corresponding alteration of the gravita-
tional field’s ( )2 2

2 2v c  (right-hand side). 
Because 2 2

rotv c  originates according to Equation (88) from 2 22
rorot rotta r c r rv c× = ×  with associated  

velocity gain vtrans and simultaneous twist of the rotator’s axle relative to the rotation axis of the S3-sphere, this 
implies also simultaneous warping of local Minkowski-space into E4 by angle δ (see below). These warps nec-
essarily must be small four-dimensional divertions spatially from local flat Minkowski-space, directed oppo-
sitely to another referred to the rotational axis of the hyperspere. It is obvious that a fast-spinning gyro first of all 
causes the warping of space it occupies with its body, i.e. volume. Note that this implies a symmetric but counter 
directed diversion leap of the gyro’s metric from its spatial surrounding by angle δ on either side of the rotation 
axle. This in turn causes vtrans to be diverted to velocity v(trans(ax) = vtrans parallelly to the gyro’s axle by angle δ 
toward the northern rotation pole in the case of counterclockwise rotation in respect to the latter and vice versa 
in the case of clockwise rotation, respectively, if δ  = const. But because of velocity vtrans already being im-
parted to the rotator, must velocity v(trans(ax) be nullified by the counter directed velocity ‒v(trans(ax) above the lat-
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ter’s other rotational plane with the result that v(trans(ax) + (‒v(trans(ax)) = 0. Thus, it applies 

( )

2

2trans ax
rad

cv c δ
ϖ

± =                                    (103) 

and for angle δ 

( )
( ) ( )

22 2

2 arcsin ,
1 sin

rad trans ax trans axrad rot
rad

v vv
c cc A

ϖϖ
δ ϖ

± ± 
= = =   ±  

               (104) 

whereas δ of the gravitational field, counter-balanced by (103) takes the form  
23
2
2arcsin ,

2
vc

P c
δ

 
=  

 
                                (105) 

where ωrad denotes rad = 180˚/π. 
Thus, one arrives at the physical picture of a columnar expansion of space warping or diversion field over 

both sides of a fast-spinning gyro in S3 in the direction of its rotational axis. i.e. in these opposite directions axi-
ally symmetric fields (dipol field) of a repulsive quasi force are induced in accord with the above equations. The 
lateral expansion coincides with the gyro’s lateral dimensions, i.e. the plane of the cycle perpendicular to the 
spin axis. Assumably does this local disturbance of the metric at both sides of the gyro’s plane decrease analo-
gously to the decrease of gravitation reversely with distance squared from the source of the gravitational well. 

Therefore, the diversion field can be described as a potential Urot aligned parallelly to the rotation axis above 
both sides of a rotor 

( ) ( )

2 2

2
,

1 sin 43.788
rot rot

rot trans ax
v R

U v
cR

= = ±
± 

                      (106) 

where Rrot denotes radius of the rotator and R = Rrot perpendicular distance from one of the former’s rotational 
planes. According to this, e.g. should spinning Earth generate a weak diversion field above both hemispheres in 
extension of its equatorial plane, directed parallelly to its rotation axis of value  

( ) ( )
2 2

21 sin 43.788e

rotCC e
trans ax

v R
v

cR
± =

± 

                         (107) 

whereby R ≥ Re. This diversion field above both hemispheres of Earth explains the so called flyby anomalies 
(see discussion Appendix 4). Furthermore, have the weak repulsion fields associated with slowly spinning 
gyros already been measured in the laboratory and are controversially discussed in the literature since (see 
Appendix 5). 

It is proposed that counter directed jets proceding from the center of cosmic systems (e.g. AGN) and above 
the rotation poles of fast-spinning Milky Way stars are also due to this effect, which implies that the very inner 
core of the latter rotates like a rigid body. Since the Milky Way’s very core seems to exhibit the same spinning 
properties, one has to expect weak repulsion fields above the former’s rotation poles too, which should be per-
ceptible through oppositely directed particle streams and associated secondary high-energy photons. 

11. The Direction of Rotation of the Three-Sphere S3 with Respect to the  
Surface of Earth and the Main Directions of the Former’s Rotation Poles on  
the Plane of the Sky with Regard to the Galaxy 

11.1. The Direction of Rotation of the Closed Three-Sphere S3 with Respect to Its  
“Northern Rotation Pole” 

A first unmistakable hint at the global location of the three-sphere’s rotation poles on the plane of the sky con-
tains the study of Lorimer and Ramachandran (1999) [35], which also will be discussed in Appendix 4. Ac-
cording to this analysis show twenty out of twenty-seven pulsars with respect to their parent remnant shells 
negative offsets in Galactic longitude, whereby the northward pointing galactic longitude is defined as negative. 
Because the galactic plane is inclined by 57˚ against the Sun’s ecliptic, it is evident that the negative offset of the 
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20 pulsars implies their northward motion from the geometric center of the respective supernova remnant with 
respect to the ecliptic plane. 

The explanation in the framework of the foregoing obviously is that, globally seen, fast-spinning pulsars 
translationally move in the three-sphere either northward or southward in dependence on the pulsar’s direction 
of rotation. The ratio 20:7 in favor of northward moving pulars merely reflects the approximate higher quantity 
of counterclockwise rotating relative to clockwise spinning ones in the Milky Way, i.e. the direction of spin of 
the pulsars’ majority coincides with the spin direction of the majority of the other stars, which is counterclock-
wise. Thus, the globally northward directed translational movement of the counterclockwise rotating pulsars im-
plies: 

1) The previously defined northern rotation pole of the closed three-sphere S3, our Universe, is located on the 
plane of the northern hemisphere’s sky, somewhere in the vicinity of the pole of the ecliptic; 

2) The closed three-sphere S3 rotates with respect to its northern rotation pole in clockwise direction. 

11.2. CMB Alignments Due to Ellipticity of the Rotating Three-Sphere S3 and the  
Galaxy’s Former Position and Present Drift 

This derivation of the approximate location of the Universe’s northern rotation pole on the plane of the sky is 
also supported by the results from measurements of the CMB radiation (see e.g. Craig et al., 2005 [7]). 

Full-sky temperature maps of the CMB at very low temperature (milli Kelvin) from the “Wilkinson Micro-
wave Anisotropy Probe” (WMPA) exhibit some statistically significant anomalies compared to the standard in-
flationary cosmology (big bang). In particular the correlations at large angular seperarations exhibit several pe-
culiarities. It has been shown that there exist hot and cold spots in the so called quadrupole and octopole anisot-
ropies, which lie nearly in a plane. Moreover, the combined quadrupole and octopole is unexpectedly aligned 
with the geometry (and direction of motion) of the solar system in so far as the plane they define is perpendicu-
lar to the ecliptic plane and the ecliptic plane exactly seperates stronger from weaker extrema, the stronger ones 
being located in the north and, thus, revealing an obvious north-south ecliptic asymmetry.  

The standard inflationary picture of the cosmos predicts a CMB temperature anisotropy pattern that is statis-
tically isotropic and delivers no explanation of the observed correlations on so large scales. 

To the quadrupole map of Craig et al. (first Figure 1 in reference [7], here not shown) is to remark that the 
white stars indicate the minimum and maximum temperature locations (coldest and warmest spots in the CMB 
sky), thus, revealing that the extrema on the north side are stronger than those in the south. The solid line is the 
ecliptic plane and the dashed one, crossing the ecliptic amidst nearly perpendicularly, the line connecting the ex-
trema. Exactly on this line lies the northpole of the ecliptic, denoted NEP. 

We give a qualitative description on the grounds of the previously discussed physical picture of the Universe. 
According to the latter is the CMB enthropic (Planckian) radiation within the closed, static three-sphere S3 and it 
is clear that no deviations from a perfect Planckian distribution of the CMB even at lowest temperatures, as has 
been measured by the WMPA, should occur if the Universe really exhibits the assumed geometrical properties 
of a perfect hypershere. This assumption has been introduced for reasons of simplicity. But because of the as-
sumed perfect elasticity of the space fabric it is to expect that the Universe due to its rotation slightly deviates 
from the shape of a perfect hypersphere rather to take the form of a rotation hyperellipsoid. 

On the other hand should these geometrical deviations be of minor value because of the smallness of the Uni-
verse’s angular velocity ωΡ  = c/(Ρ × cosΑ), where Ρ (radius of the three-sphere S3) ≈ 2.6 × 103 Mpc. And from 
Equation (11) it is clear that the variable value of a hyperellipsoid’s radius must directly lead to slight tempera-
ture differences of the enthropic (Planckian) radiation. In Figure 10 the cross-section of a photon’s great  
elliptic geodesics (lightpath ellipse) ( )min min4 π 1.5el elPE P Pσ ρ ρ = ≈ + −   about the hyperellipsoid’s rota- 
tion poles with perpendicularly crossing its equator is (exageratedly) visualized, where Ρ here denotes the major 
half-axis, ρmin the smallest of the minor half-axes ρ and Εel the definite elliptic integral. 

It is clear that the elliptic lightpath σel follows the global metric of the three-ellipsoid and, thus, the lightpath 
of CMB photons ingoing from the polar regions of the Universe is less and from the equatorial zone stronger 
curved than the median according to the relations 

22
min

min

,Pol E
P

P
ρ

ρ ρ
ρ

= > =                               (108) 
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Figure 10. Cross-section (exaggerated) of a photon’s great elliptic geodesics 
about the Universe’s rotation poles.                                     

 
where ρPol and ρE denote radius of curvature at the poles and at the equator, respectively. This implies according 
to Equation (12) the photons from the poles to be less and the ones from the equator more reddened than the 
median CMB photons, i.e. the poles appear slightly warmer and the equator region cooler, respectively. 

Now, we can interpret the said quadrupole map as the CMB photons ingoing from about halfway the Universe, 
the extrema in the north picturing the warmer appearing northern pole and behind it the cooler appearing an-
tipodal equatorial zone, furthermore, the extrema in the south the cooler appearing near equatorial belt and be-
hind it the warmer southern rotation pole. 

Obviously is the impression that our vantage point exactly seperates stronger from weaker extrema due to the 
Galaxy’s position about halfway between the northern pole and the cosmic equator (Α = 43.788˚). The alignment 
of the extrema with the geometry of the solar system, especially that the plane they define be perpendicular to 
the ecliptic plane, must be caused by a real alignment of the Sun’s rotation axis with the cosmic north-south di-
rection and, therewith, of the eclipsis directed perpendicularly to the latter. A relative fast rotation velocity of the 
proto Sun, which according to the previous would lead to a general orientation of the e rotation axis parallelly to 
the rotation axis of the Universe and, thus, the plane of the later forming planetary system perpendicularly to the 
latter, offers a convincing explanation of this particular alignment of the eclipsis. After fusion started and the 
proto Sun inflated due to radiation pressure, the angular velocity rapidly decreased and simultaneously the an-
gular momentum has been transmitted to the evolving planetary system. As a consequence, the diversion effect 
vanished, but the cosmic north-south alignment of the Sun’s rotation axis and—perpendicularly to the latter—of 
the equatorial plane of the ancient Sun, the nowadays eclipitic plane, remained (see also Appendix 4). 

Since due to its rotation the Universe happens to be more elliptically than spherically shaped must the light 
path from the equator to the assumed lateral position of the Galaxy be stronger curved than the one from the 
northern pole. This fact is convincingly reflected by the above mentioned map, where the distance from the 
Galaxy’s position (crossing point of eclipsis and σel to the equator (center of the cold spot in the south) is mark-
edly shorter than the one to the northern pole (center of the warm spot in the north, shown by a white star). 

The octople mapin reference [7] (second Figure 1, also not shown) exhibits an additional extremum on both 
sides of the map: a cold spot in the outermost south and a warm spot in the extreme north. The latter again ap- 
pears somewhat warmer than the one in the south. The physical interpretation of the octopole is that we now see  
the CMB at distance ( ) ( ) 3

min min1 4 3 1 4 3π 1.5 12.255 10 Mpcel P Pσ ρ ρ ≈ ⋅ + − ≈ ×  , about three quarter of a  

great circle (ellipse) geodesics on either side. i.e. the additional warm spot in the utmost north designates the 
Universe’s southern pole, now also seen from north and the additional cool spot in the extreme south is the 
CMB ingoing from the antipodal equator region, which we also have in the north as the second (cold) extre-
mum.  

An open question is why in the combined map Figure 3 of [7] (quadrupole plus octopole, here also not shown) 
this energy (temperature) relation reverses and the three extrema in the north now appear considerably, even 
visibly weaker than those in the south. This pronounced north-south ecliptic asymmetry in the combined map is 
found in neither single multipole map alone.  

Comparison of those maps shows that in the quadrupole the ecliptic, i.e. the Galaxy’s position, is also visibly 
nearer to the equatorial plane in the south than in the octopole map. According to the previous is this phenome-
non not accidental, but reflects a by ≈13.4 × 109 years earlier state of the Universe (because this is the time 
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which light from the most distant new extrema in the octopole roughly needed longer) and, therewith, a real 
movement of the Galaxy (or its progenitor) towards the equator. The proceeding is illustrated in Figure 11. 

Compared to the Galaxy’s nowadays position amidst the north pole and the equator (quadrupole), does in the 
northern hemisphere CMB radiation ingoing from the south pole need time l/c longer for the assumed southward 
motion of the Galaxy, where l means distance the Galaxy travelled in ≈13.4 × 109 years; i.e. the light must have 
started time l/c earlier in the north and later in the south, respectively. Therefore, the positions of the extrema in 
both hemispheres are shifted southward by distance l relative to the ecliptic and the utmost northern and south-
ern edge of the respective CMB map. This southward drift of the eclipsis due to the respective equatorial di-
rected motion of the Galaxy is the indirect cause of the aforementioned increase of power in the south ecliptic 
hemisphere of the combined quadrupole-octopole maps, or, an obvious north-south ecliptic asymmetry, respec-
tively. 

From the above Equation (108) in association with Equation (15) follows the relation  

( )

( )

4 7

min

,phot E pole

Ephot Pol

E P
E

ρ
ρ ρ

   
= =   
   

                            (109) 

i.e. the energy density Ephot(E) of the CMB photons ingoing from the equatorial belt is somewhat higher than the 
energy density Ephot(Pol) of the polar CMB photons. Thus, in the course of the gradual drift of the Galaxy from 
the more flatly curved pole near regions towards the stronger curved equator zone necessarily the intensity of 
CMB photons ingoing from south of the ecliptic must increase. And it is clear that only a combined map show-
ing this shift can reveal this (very) small imbalance of power: a difference of power in time of ≈13.4 × 109 years 
(see below).  

One should notice that the latter view into the farer past of the Universe has been made possible through an 
extreme decrease of the CMB-temperature maps to some milli-Kelvin. According to the preceding this is to ex-
pect since the lowest CMB temperatures should reflect the most ancient revolutions of the hyperellepsoid. i.e. 
the lower the temperature the more revolutions should be imprinted in the CMB and perceivable as “cold” and 
“hot” spots in the latter. Indeed this also has been observed by Telemark et al. (2003 [36]), who additionally to 
the above discussed quadrupole and octopole maps, published a hexadecopole map with a resolution of −34 to 
0.34 μK which show already 10 “cold” and “hot” spots and, therewith, at least two complete revolutions of the 
Universe. Most recently the BICEP2 Collaboration even published results in the temperature regions −0.3 to 0.3 
and 1.7 to 1.7 μK, respectively, with lots of “cold” and “hot” spots, multipoles, not in the whole sky but in a re-
gion of some degrees squared only. But the published maps also clearly indicate the −0.3 μK-map to contain 
more spots than the1.7 μK-map. i.e. the former map represents more revolutions of the Universe or its older 
status. The authors attributed their results to gravitational waves in the very early phase of the Universe in the 
sense of the big bang hypothesis. To this assumption they have been led through a definite polarization pattern 
of the received light. But as already pointed out above is the latter finding inside the sphere to expect owing to 
the revolution of the Universe relative to the transversality of the electromagnetic waves associated with the 
 

 
Figure 11. The Galaxy’s southward drift in ~1/4 time of the 
Universe’s revolution.                                    
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latter’s rest relative to E4 or partly two-fold rotational velocity. Additionally, the perturbated polarization pattern 
clearly is concentrated around the “hot” spots of the rotation poles and more broadly distributed at the cooler 
equatorial regions, exactly as expected. Thus, the mentioned astrophysical results clearly show that the Universe 
has absolved immense numbers of revolutions and, thus, must be very, very old at least, perhaps even exists 
eternally. Possibly could this question be answered through a still higher resolution of the CMB as the above 
experiment of the BICEP2 Collaboration.  

We compute the distance which the Galaxy travelled from its position ≈13.4 × 109 years ago to its nowadays 
vantage point according to a recent extension of special relativity [37] with:  

( )01 1 1 2 2 1 2 4

42 2
9 9

2

cos 0

216.57 216.571 13.4 10 y 2.095 10 ly,

v way
G G d G G d G G d

x
c v t v t c v t

c

c c

γ γ γ− − −

−

∆
= ∆ ⋅ ∆ ⋅ = ∆

 
= ⋅ − ⋅ × = × 

 

               (110) 

where vG ≈ 216.57 km⋅s‒1 denotes mean velocity of the Galaxy relative to the CMB as the absolute rest frame on 
its southbound way from the birth place at high northern latitude assumably with about zero velocity to its pre-
sent position with nowadays velocity vG ≈ 600 km⋅s‒1, furthermore, the mean results from vG × 1/2cosAG and γG 
≈ 1, denoting the Lorentz factor. From the combined map one infers that 13.4 × 109 years ago the latter birth 
place was located about 1/3r ≈ 4.467 × 109 ly south of the cosmic northern pole or ≈30˚ northern latitude. Addi-
tion of the result from Equation (110) and the latter distance results in 6.562 × 109 ly as the nowadays distance 
of the Galaxy from the northern pole or 44.07˚ northern latitude. Considering the uncertainties, is this result in 
exellent accordance with the above calculated value ΑG = 43.788˚.  

Because the whole equatorial belt of the elliptically shaped Universe should for reasons of symmetry exhibit 
the same curvature, one intuitively would expect that the cooler equatorial regions of the CMB in the maps 
would show up as somewhat more extended features. 

From the preceding it is clear that the Minkowski projection of the CMB from those regions delivers not an 
imprint of the local equatorial metric but rather of the light path’s curvature. For the observer within the rotation 
hyperellipsoid at the lateral position ΑG = 43.788˚ of the Milky Way Galaxy is this the elliptic equivalent to the 
great circle σ = 2πΡ of the three-sphere S3 going over the rotation poles, i.e. the great elliptic geodesics  

( )min minπ 1.5el P Pσ ρ ρ ≈ + −  , whereas the light path around the equator = 2πΡ. Thus, each curve or great  

elliptic geodesics σel at any point between equator and pole must be an ellipse with mayor half-axis Ρ and a mi-
nor half-axis ρ with value Ρ > ρ > ρmin. Especially at the lateral position of the Galaxy (and the antipode) must be  
valid ( ) ( )min min mincos 0.3 0.7GP P A Pρ ρ ρ ρ= − − = + > . In the set of all possible great elliptic geodesics σel  
going through this point exactly one ellipse σel(max) exists with the half-axes Ρ and ρmax exhibiting the greatest 
circumference of the whole set of ellipses. This must be the light path of all photons ingoing from the two points 
at the equator which are shifted relative to the nearest equator point by a quarter great circle 1/4σ = 1/2πΡ. The 
former are the crossing points of the curves σ and σel(max), which intersect at an angle of 1/4π, whilst at the ob-
server’s vantage point (Galaxy) the light path σel(max) intersects perpendicularly with the shortest closed elliptic 
light path σel(min) going over the poles and the equator, crossing the latter perpendicularly. Thus, the path of all 
light ingoing from equatorial regions other than the nearest and its antipode, respectively (crossing point of 
curves σ and σel(min)), is less curved and, therewith, reddened, i.e. it appears warmer than light ingoing from the 
nearest equatorial point and its antipode. Therefore, and due to the particular alignment of the eclipsis appears 
the CMB of the quadrupole ingoing from the equatorial belt as two distinct cold spots, with the nearest exactly 
in the south and its antipode in the north behind the northern rotation pole. It is evident that this reasoning, al-
though with reverse reddening process, also is true for the pole regions. 

Finally, it should be remarked that depending on the observational direction on the sky and owing to slightly 
varying radius Ρ of the ingoing light’s geodesics σel the Hubble-“constant” H0 must vary, too.  

11.3. The “Spheres of Action” of the Universal Centrifugal Force FΡ on the Surface of Earth 
It is clear that according to Foucault the rotation axis of a fast rotator in free space tends to directly align paral-
lelly with the rotation axis of the clockwise spinning three-sphere S3 by turning its clockwise side towards the 
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northern pole. But other than in free space result in this part of the Universe two fixed hemisheres on large bod-
ies owing to the absolute north-south alignment of the universal centrifugal force FΡ with reference to the latter 
and, thus, some complications for the application of the above gyro equations to rotators in the gravitational 
field of rotating Earth. 

Consider a shortest, closed (or, nearly closed) great elliptic geodesics  
( )min min4 π 1.5el elPE P Pσ ρ ρ = ≈ + −   running over the cosmic poles, ingoing at an observer at the equator  

of the hypersphere. It is clear that the tangent vector or tiny section Δσel and local pseudo-euclidic Minkowski 
projection are aligned parallelly to ‒Δσel at the antipodal point in the sphere and to the rotation axis of the latter 
in geometrically four-dimensional E4-space. 

Analogously to a well-known axiom of three-dimensional geometry will all straight lines, which intersect at a 
given point at a plane in three-dimensional manifold, stand perpendicularly on a line which in turn intersects the 
latter also perpendicularly in E4. This implies that all straight lines intersecting the geometric center of a spheri-
cal body at the equatorial region of the Universe, including also all possible rotation axes of a rotating body, 
must intersect vector of FΡ perpendicularly too. Because the latter in turn intersects the rotation axis of the S3- 
hypersphere also perpendicularly, will the rotation axis of the body which is directed parallelly to Δσel also be 
directed parallelly to the Universe’s rotation axis. As a consequence must the whole Northen hemisphere of this 
rotating body permanently be orientated towards cosmic north and the southern hemisphere to cosmic south, re-
spectively. 

According to Equation (35) are Galaxy and Earth within the three-sphere S3 laterally positioned at 43.788˚. 
This implies that vector of FΡ orthogonal to the rotation axis of the Universe intersects Δσel of the great elliptic 
geodesics at the Earth’s lateral position also at latitude 43.788˚. Since according to the previous the northern 
ecliptic pole and, thus, approximately, the north pole of Earth also point towards the northern rotation pole of the 
three-sphere S3, also the rotation axis of Earth must be aligned roughly in the same direction spatially. This im-
plies that vector of FΡ meets Earth’s rotation axis roughly at angle 45˚ too, so that any point on the surface of 
Earth at latitude roughly ≥± 45˚ must be permanently orientated toward one of the cosmic main directions, 
whereas any point between will during one rotation period in dependence on its latitude prevail somewhat less 
then 24 h directly below latitude ≈± 45˚ and exactly 12 h at the equator in the sphere of action of one cosmic 
hemisphere and the rest of the rotation period in the other one. Generally a point on Earth below latitude ≈± 45˚ 
will during the day prevail for time in hours (h) 

0-4512 1
90

latitudeh °
°

 = − 
 

                              (111a) 

within the sphere of action of the opposite hemisphere and for 

0-4512 1
90

latitudeh °
°

 = + 
 

                              (111b) 

within its own hemisphere. These values are to understand as a first approach, which expect correction by ex-
periment (see Appendix 5). 

12. Concluding Remarks 
It has been proposed and at least also partly shown the Universe to be a near spherical rotation hyperellipsoid 
spinning in a geometrically four-dimensional space with Euclidian E4 metric.  

As a main result gravitational force has been demonstrated to be identical with centrifugal acceleration within 
the hypersphere and, thus, to be a fictious force. The very nature of mass could be revealed. Also has been de- 
monstrated that, other than according to current gravitational theory, inertial and gravitational mass to be differ-
ent, although indistinguishable from each other, and all tabular mass values being the median of the former.  

Furthermore, the deviations from Newtonian dynamics in the gravitational field of large cosmic systems, as 
e.g. galaxies and cluster of galaxies could be explained through the gravitational action of the mass of the exte-
rior Schwarzschild field—Schwarzschild mass. 

Last but not least it has been shown the validity of Foucault’s law within the spinning near hypersphere or 
hyperellipsoid to imply that fast rotators will warp their local space and divert the universal centrifugal force in-
side the rotating hypersphere with the physical consequence that their state of motion in and outside of gravita-
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tional fields can be calculably altered. This cosmic law enables experimental proof of the above introduced 
novel cosmological concept on laboratory scale (see also Appendix 5) and is of major technological importance 
too, because it opens up the possibility to propel e.g. spacecraft and aircraft without burning fuel and with much 
higher efficiency and velocity as common propulsion systems. 
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Appendix 1: Discussion of Astronomical Observations Referring to the Redshift  
of Light by Bending of Its Path Outside the Sun’s Gravitational Field and Its  
Imprint on the CMB 
Astronomers have known of systematic red shifts across the disks of galaxies, which are inclined to the line of 
sight, for more than 70 years. It has been found that generally radial velocities increase towards the far side. A 
thorough survey of this has been given by Jaakhola et al. (1974) [1]. Because the light from the far side of the 
inclined galaxy grazes at some distance the galaxy’s bulge it must be deflected and, thus, redshifted according to 
(4) and (6). We apply the formulae to observations of Münch (1962) in the bright nuclear region of M31, near 
the minor axis, 200 pc from the center to the far and to the near side, who found at these locations outflow mo-
tions with velocities + 100 and − 40 km⋅s‒1, respectively [2]. For reasons of symmetry it is clear that the motions 
at the far side should also be of the order ≈+ 40 km⋅s‒1, leaving an excessive redshift v ≈ 60 km⋅s‒1 unexplained 
by current theory (following common usage, redshift is preferentially expressed in terms of velocity).  

If the inclination angle between the equatorial plane of the Galaxy and the line of sight is denoted i, then the 
point of closest approach of the deflected light to the center of mass of M31 must be R200pc × sini and the redshift 
of the light from this location at the far side of M31 can right forwardly be written as v = c × 
4GMM31/(5c2R200pcsini), where MM31 = 2 × 1011M☼, M☼ = 2 × 1033 gr, pc = 3.1 × 1018 cm and i = 12˚ (W. Baade). 
Astronomers estimate the Milky Way Galaxy’s bulge to contain ≈1/5 of its total mass; assumably this is about 
valid for the core of M31, too so that only MM31/5 (within R = 200 pc) has to be considered in our formula. 
Computation yields 56.8 km⋅s‒1, which is in rather good accord with the ≈60 km⋅s‒1 of observational result. 
Similiarly to this, Equations (4) and (6) also predict a redshift v = c × 4GM/(c2R) in peculiar binary star systems, 
if the line of sight to the farer star grazes tangentially the nearer companion star. The existence of such “anoma-
lous” redshifts in binary stars has been known already for a long time [3] [4]. A reviewal of this has been given 
by Kuhi et al. (1974) [5]. We restrict to the binary HD 217312, which has been well studied by Heard and 
Fernie (1968) [6]. According to these authors at the time of eclipse one star is definitely redshifted v with respect 
to the other with the following characteristics of the system’s components: 

 
Star A B 

M/M☼ 27 ± 2 13 ± 1 
R/R☼ 7 ± 2 5 ± 1 

v (km∙s‒1) ‒15 ± 2 + 17 ± 6 

 
If A is the foreground star deflecting the light from star B, the total general relativistic redshift must be 

( ) ( )2 24B A A B Bv c GM c R GM c R = × +  , where the second term of the right-hand member is due to the gravi-
tational redshift of the light from star B. Computation results in v = 12.93 km⋅s‒1, whereas the respective result 
with star B being the deflector is v = ‒9.72 km⋅s‒1, and, thus, a total redshift of v = 22.75 km⋅s‒1 is computed. 

Galaxies which happen to be located behind a companion galaxy with respect to an observer at Earth must 
analogously to binary star systems exhibit a higher redshift, too. Astronomical studies of companion galaxies 
revealed a redshift excess in most cases [7]. 

The previous formulae also predict an excessive redshift of the light emitted from galaxies situated behind or 
inside rich cluster if it is deflected by the cluster’s mass (see e.g. [8]). 

According to Equations (6) and (11) we also have to expect a slight redshift of CMB photons as the photons’ 
pathway is bent by far away, but also by relative nearby mass assemblies, i.e. galaxies, clusters and superclusters. 
This relative weak but nevertheless certain correlation of cosmic large scale structures with CMB fluctuations 
has recently been found by two all sky probes, the hard X-ray background observed by the HEAO-1 satellite and 
the NVSS survey of radio galaxies [9]. We predict that also the smaller fluctuations in the latter will be brought 
in correlation with very far away cosmic masses soon. 
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Appendix 2: Discussion of Astronomical Observations Referring to the Redshift  
of Light by Bending of Its Path in the Sun’s Gravitational Field 
Some Remarks on Freely Falling Observers and Emitters 
In the case of freely falling receivers we take from (6) as the relativistic slow motion approximation of the pre-
vious Newtonian derivation of the reddening of gravitationally deflected light: 

44
2 21, 1 1 , .

2 2 42
g vv v

c c
φ− ∆ Φ Φ

∆ = − + = + ∆ = =  

The underlying physical notion is that the red shift by deflection, which is due to the Newtonian part of gravi-
tation alone, i.e. (‒g44/2)1/2, is exactly cancelled by the free fall of the receiver within the potential well so that 
the red shift of the bent light decreases to a fourth of that predicted by Equation (6). It is clear that this physical 
picture leads to a further decrease of the red shift, if additionally the emitter and the photons themselves are con-
sidered freely falling within the same gravitational potential well. As widely known, is the geometrical picture 
of the gravitational redshift considered as an analogy of the special relativistic transversal Doppler-shift  

( ) 1 22 21 1 2z α α
−

= − − ≈ , where ( )2 2 2 22v c GM c Rα = = , although S1 and S2 are both “at rest” in the  

Schwarzschild solution. For the freely falling receiver with velocity ( )1 2
44 2 1 2v c g v′ = − =  this leads in ac- 

cord with Equation (7) to a remaining redshift of ( ) 1 22 21 4 1 8z α α
−

= − − ≈ , whereas the deflection remains  

constant). Analogously to this would emittance from a “falling” emitter and reception at an also “falling” frame  
of reference lead to velocity ( )1 2

44 4 1 4v g v′ = − =  and, thus, eventually to a remaining redshift  

( ) 1 22 1 21 16 1 32z α α
− −= − − ≈ × . Generally will α2 be divided by 22n, where 0,1, 2, ,n n=   denotes the num- 

ber of reflections a light ray will experience by freely falling frames, including emittance, the free fall of the 
photons themselves and reception. Thus, although the deflection of the signal by the Sun always remains con-
stant, will it experience a decrease of reddening in dependence on the number n of reflections within the Sun’s 
gravitational field in the order  

1
2 22

2 2

11 1 ,
22 2n n nz α α

−
 

= − − ≈ 
 

 

implying a total red shift 

2
2

42 ,n
n

GMv
c R

−∆ =  

whereas the deflection φ = 4GM/(c2R) = constant, as already mentioned. 

Bending of Light in the Sun’s Gravitational Field 
“Anomalous” redshifts in the vicinity of the Sun are well-known for a long time. E.g. an apparent decrease in 
the frequency of the 21 -cm absorption spectrum in Taurus A has been observed by Sadeh et al. (1968), when 
the Sun passed near the line of sight [1]. The experiment showed a still unexplained redshift of ≈ 150 Hz out of 
1420 Mhz, when the rays passed at five solar radii. Considering that the received photons and the (receiver) 
Earth, both were falling freely within the Sun’s potential well and, thus, n = 2, the above equation delivers:  
Δν2 = GM☼/(4c2) × (5R☼)‒1 × 1.420 × 109 = 150 Hz, the exact experimental value. 

This excellent agreement between theory and experiment is also found in the well-known results of Goldstein 
(1968) with Pioneer 6 [2]. 

Spectograms of the radio signals at 2300 Mhz from Pioneer 6 were taken as the spacecraft was occulted by 
the Sun. When Pioneer 6 passed behind the Sun an “anomalous” redshift has been found, being symmetrical 
with respect to the center of the Sun. In this case, with emitter (Pioneer 6), photons and receiver (Earth) all fal-
ling freely within the Sun’s gravitational field, we have n = 3 and, thus, accordingly  
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Δν3 = GM☼/(16c2) × (R☼(1.5 - 10))‒1× 2.292 × 109. 
Theoretical calculations from 1.5R☼ out to 10R☼ neatly comply with solid curves given by the author in a fig-

ure of reference [2]. A slight increase of the redshift above the theoretical values probably corresponds to activi-
ties in the solar photosphere [3]. 

An experiment of Shapiro (1966) in which the frequency of radar pulses reflected from Venus and Mercury 
could not detect the effect [4]. Because the radar pulses passed 80 solar radii away from the Sun and in all these 
cases (reflection of the signal by a planet) n = 6, the formula above becomes to Δν6 = GM☼/(1024c2) × (80R☼)‒1 
and, therefore, the redshift much too small for detection. 

It has been known for some time that light from the limb of the solar disk generally exhibits an anomalous 
excessive redshift (more than the gravitational redshift). On the other hand, it is an established astronomical fact 
that there also exists an anomaly in the gravitational redshift of the spectral lines of the Sun in such a way that 
the redshift increases from a minimum of ≈1/3 of the correct general relativistic value at the center up to the 
mentioned over-relativistic maximum at the limb, overshooting the theoretical value of the gravitational redshift 
by ≈1/3. The former effect is generally ascribed ascending flows in the Sun’s photosphere. However, this rea-
soning is not very convincing, because then this effect should also be observable at other stars, which is not the 
case. 

With n = 1 due to orbiting Earth (receiver) Equation (6) predicts at the center of the Sun a fourth and at the 
limb Δν1 = GM☼[(c2R☼)‒1 + (4c2R☼)‒1] = 5/4 of the gravitational redshift. The first term in the right-hand mem-
ber of the latter formula is a half of the tangentially emitted light and, therefore, only to a half of the value ac-
cording to Equations (4) and (6) deflected and redshifted , whereas the second term is a fourth of the gravita-
tional part of the total redshift from the Sun at its limb. This physical notion also explains the observed steep 
slope of the rise of the redshift at the very limb in a full way. The generally slightly higher redshift across the 
whole solar disk than predicted by the previous formula probably is due to descending flows in the photosphere 
of the Sun. 
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Appendix 3: Discussion of Experimental Results Referring to the Existence of  
Quanta of Length and Time 
Quanta of Time Hidden in Mean Life-Times of Short-Lived Elementary Particle  
Resonances 
If the mean life-times of short-lived elementary particle resonances are divided by τw 

( )1,2, , ,
w w

T h n n
τ τ

= = =
Γ

  

where T means life time and Γ full width, in by far the most cases nearly integers result, e.g. 0.98 for the top 
quark (computed Γ ≈ 1.55 GeV) implying its life-time be exactly one quantum of time (1τw) , and 3.95 = 4τw for 
the 1370 MeV “exotic” meson (Γ ≈ 385 MeV), which has been found at Brookhaven’s AGS [1]. 

These results predict that no particle resonances with life-times <τw in Euclidian micro-space exist. 

Quantum Geometry Explains the Anomalous Conductance—Plateaus in Quantum Point  
Contacts and Related Quantum Physical Phenomena  
Above has been shown that in the space of the three-sphere S3 locally each dimension or manifold is associated  
with a fundamental length, namely 1 1 2 hλ =  in R1, 2 12λ λ= ×  in R2, 3 13λ λ= ×  in R3 and  

4 12wλ λ λ≡ = ×  in R4,so that must be valid 

3
1 2

2
2 2 .

3 w h
λ

λ λ λ= = = =  

That with these fundamental lengths really the very limit spatially of nature on microscopic scale has been 
exposed is also strongly supported by the so-called anomalous conductance features in quantum point contact 
experiments.  

Quantum point contacts represent the simplest system in microscopic physics. If at zero magnetic field a 
closed constriction (quantum point contact) between two reservoirs of electrons in a two-dimensional electron 
gas is opened up, the conductance increases through the narrow quantum point contact in quantized units of 
2e2/h [2] [3].  

There are normal integer conductance plateaus, G = n2e2/h, seen and the well-known half-plateaus, G = (n + 
1/2)2e2/h, where 1, 2,3, .n =   In addition so-called anomalous conductance plateaus appear with G ≈ 0.5 × 
2e2/h, G ≈ 0.7 × 2e2/h, G ≈ 0.85 × 2e2/h and G ≈ 1.42 × 2e2/h, respectively, which cannot be explained by cur-
rent theory. Thus, the unit quantum of conductance seems to be e2/h; the additional factor of two is supposed to 
arise from the spin degeneracy. 

Especially of the 0.7 structure, discovered in 1996 [4], have extensive studies been made, looking at the ef-
fects of temperature, magnetic field, electron density, point contact geometry and other factors. Nevertheless, 
has its nature prove delusive. But one should note that the actual position of the 0.7 feature can vary between 0.6 
and 0.8. 

To begin with, we identify the unit quantum of conductance e2/h according to the above at once as the unit 
quantum of Coulomb force 

2 2

2 ,e e
h λ
=  

λ denoting a not yet designated quantum of length according to the previous. At zero magnetic field should the 
Coulomb formula for the smallest possible constriction between two reservoirs of a two-dimensional electron  
gas be dependable on the fundamental length in R2, i.e. ( )2 1 2 hλ = , and take the form 

2 2

2
2

2 .e e
hλ

=  

Obviously is this relation the micro-physical basis of the previously mentioned normal integer conductance 
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plateaus G = n2e2/h, where all further steps are simply integer multiples of the right-hand member of the above 
ratio. The “anomalous” conductance plateaus should then result from variations of the quanta of dimension-de- 
pendent length in dependence on the experimental conditions. These possible variations are: 

( )22 2 2
1   4 2.00 2e e h e hλ = = × , 

( )2 2 2
1 2 2 2 2 1.41 2e e h e hλ λ = × = × , 

( )2 2 2
1 3 2 2 3 1.15 2e e h e hλ λ = × = × , 

2 2 2
1 4 2 1.00 2e e h e hλ λ = = × , 

( ) ( )22 2 2
2   2 2 2 1.00 2e e h e hλ = × = × , 

( )2 2 2
2 3 2 2 6 0.82 2e e h e hλ λ = × = × , 

( )2 2 2
2 4 2 2 0.70 2e e h e hλ λ = = × , 

( ) ( )22 2 2
3   2 2 3 0.67 2e e h e hλ = × = × , 

( )2 2 2
3 4 2 3 0.58 2e e h e hλ λ = = × , 

( )22 2 2
4   0.5 2e e h e hλ = = × . 

Clearly in the right-hand members all “anomalous” conductance features show up, even the variation of the 
actual position of the 0.7 feature between 0.6 and 0.8 is neatly explained by the narrow neighborhood of the 0.58 
and 0.67 structures, respectively, to the former. 

Furthermore, from this novel microphysical notion results the “additional” factor of two to e2/h quite uncon- 
strained as a consequence of quantum-geometry without any recourse to a special physical model. This leaves 
but one question to answer: How do the half-plateaus, G = (n + 1/2) × 2e2/h, come into existence? According to 
Equation (14) is 4 hλ =  in quantum geometry the natural unit with value one. Now, let λ3 be unity so that λiii  
= 1; in this case would be valid ( )3i hλ =  and the above Coulomb formula e2/λ2 for the first conductance  

step has to be written as 
2 2 2

2

3 21.5 .
i

e e e
h hλ

= = ⋅  

If all further conductance steps switch to the above normal mode, then we receive from the latter equation (n 
+ 1/2) × 2e2/h and, therewith, the conductance half-plateaus. Again we see also the half-plateaus (including the 
factor of two) to follow without any physical assumption alone from quantum-geometry, developed above. 

The similiarity of the above conductance formula to the expression for calculating the magnetic flux quantum, 
i.e. the quantum of magnetic flux passing through a superconductor, which is given by 

0 ,
2
hn
e

φ = ⋅  

where 0, 1, ,n = ±   is quite obvious. Again ( ) 2
22h e eλ=  is introduced such that the latter formula takes the  

form 
2
2

0 .
2
hn n

e e
λ

φ = ⋅ = ⋅  

The integer “n” simply results from the fact that the number of magnetic flux quanta must be proportional to  
the reciprocal of the unit quanta of Coulomb force e2/(2h), i.e. 2

2n eλ×  such that according to the previous  
must be valid: 
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( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )

( ) ( )

2 2
1 2

2 2
1 2

2 2
1 2

2 2
1 2

2 1 2,

4 2 2 2,

6 3 3 2,

2 2.

h

h

h

n n nh

λ λ

λ λ

λ λ

λ λ

= =

= =

= =

= =



 

The quantum-geometrical picture also offers a convincing explanation of the puzzling properties of the quan-
tum Hall effect (von Klitzing, 1980 [5]) which occurs as so called integer or, at extremely low temperatures, 
fractional quantum Hall effect (Strömer, Hill, 1984 [6]), depending on whether n is an integer or fraction, re-
spectively. In the case of the integer effect n takes the values 1, 2, 3, ⋅⋅⋅ , and in the fractional form the principal 
series 1/3, 2/5, 3/7, ⋅⋅⋅ , and 2/3, 3/5, 4/7, ⋅⋅⋅ , which can be expressed as n = m/(2m + 1) and n = 1 ‒ m/(2m + 1), 
respectively.  

In the case of n = 1 follows according to the previous RH = h/e2 = (λ4)2/e2. According to the above is valid: 

( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )

( ) ( )

2 2
1 4

2 2
1 4

2 2
1 4

2 2
1 4

4 1 1 ,

8 2 2 ,

12 3 3 ,

4 .

h

h

h

n n nh

λ λ

λ λ

λ λ

λ λ

= =

= =

= =

= =



 

where 1, 2,3, .n =   Thus, keeping the quantum geometrical Coulomb distance squared (λ4)2 = h in the 
right-hand side of the above formula constant, requires conversely (e2 × n)‒1 plateaus in the Hall resistance: 

( )
2

1 4
2 2 .H n

H

R hR
n e n e n

λ= =
⋅ ⋅

= =  

The underlying physical notion is the successive opening of quantized gates of the order of magnitude (λ4)2 
with the physical consequence that reciprocally the Hall resistance dwindles at the same order of magnitude. 

In the case of the fractional quantum Hall-effect n = m/(2m + 1) and n = 1 – m/(2m + 1) = (m + 1)/(2m + 1) 
owing to the particular physical situation we obviously observe a fractionalization of (λ4)2 such that only the sum 
of the fractions` reciprocals results again in (λ4)2, namely: 

[ ] ( ) ( ) [ ] ( ) ( )
[ ] ( ) ( ) [ ] ( ) ( )
[ ] ( ) ( ) [ ] ( ) ( )

[ ] ( ) ( ) ( ) [ ] ( ) ( ) ( )

2 22 2 2 2
4 4 4 4 4 4

2 22 2 2 2
4 4 4 4 4 4

2 22 2 2 2
4 4 4 4 4 4

2 22 2 2 2
4 4 4 4 4 4

2 1 1 1 3 , 2 2 2 2 3 2 ,

2 2 2 2 5 2 , 2 3 3 3 5 3 ,

2 3 3 3 7 3 , 2 4 4 4 7 4 ,
, ,

2 2 1 , 2 2 1 .m m m m m k k k k k

λ λ λ λ λ λ

λ λ λ λ λ λ

λ λ λ λ λ λ

λ λ λ λ λ λ

+ = − =

+ = − =

+ = − =

+ = + − = −

 

 

where 1,2,3, ,m =   and k = m + 1. Notice that the reciprocals of the two columns deliver the above experi-
mental terms n = m/(2m + 1) and n = (m + 1)/(2m + 1), respectively: 

( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( )

22 2
1 1

1 2 2
4 4

1
.

2 1 2 1H m H m

e me m eR R
hm mλ λ

− −
+

+
+ = + =

+ +
 

i.e. the sum of these fractionally quantized Hall resistances remains constant. 
In 2004 the fractional quantum Hall-effect has been observed in the new material graphen in steps of n = 4(m 

+ 1/2), with the lowest plateau h/(2e2), even at room temperature, i.e. ≈20˚C (Novoselov, 2004 [7]). In the 
quantum-geometrical picture this effect is just a special case of the integer quantum Hall effect, which owes its 
existence to the fact that at the mentioned particular experimental conditions the first step of the Hall resistance 
is not (λ4)2 but rather(λ2)2 = 1/2h, where 0,1, 2, ,m m=  . Therefrom it is clear that the above resistance for-
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mula really be valid with n = 4(m + 1/2). 
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Appendix 4: Discussion of Astronomical Observations Referring to the Kicks of  
Fast Spinning Neutron Stars (Also Black Holes and White Dwarfs), Flyby  
Anomalies of Spacecraft in the Gravitational Field of Earth, Preferred Spin  
Orientation of Spiral Galaxies, the Secular Increase of the Astronomical Unit  
and the Related Phenomena of Lopsidedness of Spiral Galaxies and the  
Anomalous Retrograde Perihelion Recession of Saturn and, Furthermore,  
of the Milky Way’s and Other Spirals’ Warp 
Kicks of Fast Rotating Celestial Objects in the Milky Way (e.g. Neutron Stars) 
In the Milky Way show many neutron stars (pulsars) an extremely fast rotation speed, as can be determined 
from their regularly pulsed radiation and the theoretically known radius of 5 ≲ Rrot ≲ 15 km, whereby in the 
sense of the previous Rrot denotes rotational radius. Thus, depending on the direction of the spin, we have to ex-
pect that according to formulae (92) to (95) they should be conspicious for their especially fast translational mo-
tion. Indeed have rotational periods up to ≈0.002 s been measured, wherefrom rotational speeds vrot > 20,000 
km⋅s‒1 can be deduced (see below). 

Many pulsars have much larger peculiar space velocities than their progenitors so that they frequently appear 
significantly offset from the geometric center of the expanding progenitor remnant. Also the orbital characteris-
tics of many binaries, with one or both members being pulsars, can only be explained through velocity increase 
at the pulsar’s birth (see e.g. Lai, D., 2002 [1]). These space velocity gains up to ≲1600 km⋅s‒1 of natal origin 
are known as kicks, which for, but also for some of their statistically revealed properties, no physically convinc-
ing explanation has been proposed yet. Aside from the physical cause of the kicks itself, the most puzzling as-
tronomical observations associated with them are:   

1) The distribution-function of the pulsars’ velocity is bimodal, i.e. it is described by two Gaussian compo-
nents with mean velocities of 127 km⋅s‒1 and 707 km⋅s‒1, respectively [2], or, 90 km⋅s‒1 and 500 km⋅s‒1, respec-
tively [3]. This dichotomy seems to imply that in the Milky Way Galaxy two distinct pulsar populations exist, 
with the mean velocity maxima at the ratio of 707:127 ≈ 5.57, or, 500:90 ≈ 5.55, respectively, i.e. the median ra-
tio being ≈5.6. 

2) Pulsars appear frequently significantly offset from the geometric center of the supernova remnant, indicat-
ing their removal from birthplace with considerable space velocity. An examination of the distribution of twenty 
seven pulsars in respect of their parent remnant shells has shown that twenty out of the twenty-seven pairs have 
negative offsets in Galactic longitude [4]. 

3) Recent X-ray observations of the compact X-ray nebulae of several young pulsars revealed an approximate 
alignment of the rotation and velocity vectors [5]. 

4) The strong observational evidence that pulsar proper motion and spin axis are aligned has also been found 
for the Crab pulsar with a proper motion of 140 ± 8 km⋅s‒1 and a rotation period of ≈30 Hz [6].  

The neutron star’s birth is marked by the explosion of the proto-neutron-star. It is well known that the for-
mer’s fast rotation speed results from the rapid collapse of the progenitor’s interior to the neutron star with mass 
1.2M☼ ≲ MNS ≲ 3.0M☼ and radius 5 km ≲ RNS ≲ 15 km, wheras its main mass expands in a shell-like structure 
around the neutron star’s birthplace. Thus, the fast rotation speed is initiated by the conservation of the super-
nova’s angular momentum and the simultaneous decrease of angular mass (due to the neutron star’s smaller 
mass in comparison to the supernova’s mass of 8 - 10M☼≲ MNS ≳ 30M☼). This leads to an over-proportional in-
crease of angular velocity and rotation speed. Thus, neutron stars with their enormous rotation speed are natural 
rotators and from the above formulae results readily that they, inspite of their tremendous masses, must move 
translationally in relation to the rotation speed squared with the very onset of the accelerated spin, being the long 
sought physical cause of the “kick”. Furthermore, also the above listed puzzling astronomical observations 1) - 4) 
comply with the previously developed physical picture of the rotating S3-hypersphere, e.g., consider the Crab 
pulsar with a period ≈ 30 Hz, as already mentioned, and unknown radius. According to current theory must the 
latter be 5 km ≲ RNS ≲15 km.  

Present rotation period and assumably largest radius delivers in the case of counterclockwise rotation just 93.3 
km⋅s‒1, consideraby less than the observed proper motion of 140 ± 8 km⋅s‒1. But according to Guns and Ostriker 
(G + O; 1969) decreases the pulsar period regularly since birth, and, since the Crab progenitor’s explosion has 
been observed by Chinese astronomers in 1054, a natal rotation period of 52.6 Hz has been equated for the Crab 
pulsar. According to the preceding it is clear that the pulsar’s natal rotation speed in association with the spin 
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direction exclusively determines its translational velocity and that the following spin down, as e.g. in the case of 
the Crab pulsar, has no impact upon the latter. Assuming anticlockwise rotation we receive from Equation (2) 
and the above data for the Crab pulsar’s rotation radius 

( )140 1 sin 43.788
10.88 km,

52.6 2πrot

c
R

−
= =

⋅



 

in good accord with the above mentioned theoretically derived mean range of pulsar radii (clockwise rotation 
would result in Rrot = 25.4 km). Vice versa one concludes from the measured highest translational pulsar veloci-
ties ≈ 1500 km⋅s‒1 and most rapid rotations of ≈500 Hz to the underlying rotation speeds. In the case of counter-
clockwise rotation yield Equations (92) and (95) for these values a rotation speed of 27,716 km⋅s‒1 and, 
therewith, a rotation radius of Rrot = 8.5 km, likewise in accordance with theory and observation. 

Thus, we have a novel reliable and independent method to verify the proposal of Migliazzo et al. (2002) [7]) 
that the initial spin period of the pulsar B1951+32 was 27 ± 6 ms, to explain the discrepancy between the evi-
dent pulsar age ≈ 64 kyr on the grounds of the measured transverse velocity of 240 ± 40 km⋅s‒1 and distance of 2 
kpc to the pulsar birth-place and its characteristic age of 107 kyr according to Guns and Ostriker. If we take the 
measured proper motion at face value, the initial spin period Prot of the pulsar with assumed counterclockwise 
rotation must according to Equations (101a) and (101b) have been (in ms) 

( )
1

3
240 1 sin 43.788

13 6.63 ms
2 5 πrot

c
P

−
 − = ⋅ = × ×
  



 

at least, where the pulsar rotation radius is assumed with Rrot = 5 km. Clockwise rotation results in a still faster 
spin period of Prot = 2.8 ms. A larger Rrot will, of course, result in a slower spin period, e.g. if Rrot = 10 km than 
Prot = 13.36 ms at counterclockwise rotation and 5.7 ms at clockwise rotation, respectively. It is clear that 
Migliazzo’s proposal is invalid and, thus, the above mentioned age-discrepancy remains. 

Also the above elusive relation of ≈5.6 (5.5) between velocity maxima of seemingly existing, differently rapid 
pulsar populations in the Milky Way Galaxy finds a simple explanation, because according to Equations (101a) 
to (102b) for pulsars with in the mean like rotation velocity but oppositely directed rotational motion the simple 
ratio must hold 

1 sin 43.788 5.5,
1 sin 43.788

transN

transS

v
v

+
= =

−




 

where angle 43,788˚ designates the previously derivated Galaxy’s latitudenal position in the “northern hemis-
pere” of the S3-hypersphere.Now, the accordance of our theoretically derived result with the empirical ratio≈ 5.6 
(5.5) looks very impressive and does reversely support the previous deduction of angle ΑG. That the rotation and 
velocity vectors of all pulsars, as e.g. the Crab pulsar, must more or less be aligned, showing into the global di-
rection of the S3-sphere’s rotation poles, is according to the underlying physical notion (Foucault’s law) quite 
obvious and needs not be stressed particularly. Furthermore, it is clear that other celestial bodies in the Milky 
Way Galaxy with comparable rotation velocities, as e.g. massive black holes and white dwarfs, must start to 
move translationally, too, with the onset of considerably faster spin at birth. Indeed have studies of the behav-
iour of massive black holes in the galaxy revealed that they must have received a considerable natal velocity 
kick (see e.g. Mirabel et al., 2002 [8], or, Kornreich, D. A. et Lovelace, R. V. E., 2008 [9]). 

By comparison of the radial distribution of white dwarfs with the one of main sequence stars in globular clus-
ters it has been found that the former are less centrally concentrated than the latter. The observational data thus 
clearly indicate that white dwarfs in clusters get a velocity kick, which enables them to travel through the cluster 
to its limb (see e.g. Calamid, A. et al., 2007 [10], or, Heyl, J.S., 2008 [11]). 

Preferred Spin Orientation of Spiral Galaxies  
Recent studies of the distribution of 22,704 spiral galaxies in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (∼40,000 galaxies) 
over the whole sky with redshift up to z = 0.04 revealed the rotation axes of the majority to be more or less par-
allelly aligned (Longo, M.J., 2007 [12]). It has been found the mean of the rotation axes to show independently 
of the respective redshift into a direction perpendicular to the ecliptic. Because the innermost core with radius of 
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R ≈ 3 pc of the Milky Way Galaxy and most probably of the other spirals as well practically rotate like a rigid 
fast rotator with considerable circumferencial velocity, this is according to the preceding a likely alignment. 

In a study of a sample of 200,000 elliptical galaxies with redshifts <0.20 also from the Sloan Digital Sky Sur-
vey the same author (Longo, M. J., 2007 [13]) found those galaxies to tend to have their ellipticities aligned 
along a particular axis with overwhelming statistical significance. This axis is also close to that of the spiral 
galaxy spins and the CMB alignments. It is clear that the alignment of the axis of the innermost nearly rigid fast 
rotator in elliptical galaxies with the rotation axis of the S3-hypersphere is not dependent on its presently ob-
servable rotation (or, non-rotation), but of the most rapid rotation velocity it once could have obtained in its past 
(see above). 

Flyby Anomalies of Spacecraft in the Gravitational Field of Earth 
During six Earth flybys of the Galileo, Near, Cassini, Rosetta and MESSENGER spacecraft significant anoma-
lous velocity increases (and some decreases) of a few m⋅ms‒1 were observed using radio Doppler data as well as 
ranging methods [14] [15]. These deviations from theoretically expected data are known as the flyby anomalies 
because no explanations on the grounds of known physical and technological parameters have been found yet. 
Its source is unknown (see e.g. Lammerzähl et al., 2006 [16]). But Anderson et al. (2008) could from a study 
involving the data analysis and interpretation of six flybys show that the velocity anomalies (Δv) generally ob-
serve the empirical formula 

( )1 2cos cos ,v Kv ϕ ϕ
∞ ∞= −∆  

where v∞  is the hyperbolic excess velocity (see below), φ1 is the incident angle of the trajectory and φ2 is the 
outbound angle as measured on the celestial sphere, generally corresponding with geocentric latitude. The hy-
perbolic excess velocity v is given from 

2 2 2
,eGM

v v
r∞ = −  

where v is the inertial spacecraft velocity at closest approach, G the gravitational constant, Me the mass of Earth 
and r the sum of the Earth’s mean radius Re and the altitude h of the spacecraft at closest approach. The propor-
tionality coefficient K in the above formula is according to Anderson et al. expressed in terms of the Earth’s an-
gular rotational velocity ωe, its mean radius Re and the speed of light c in the order of 

62
3.099 10 .e eR

K
c
ω −= = ×  

The following Table A1 gives an overview of the observed flybys and predictions according to the above 
empirical formula (in extracts adopted from Anderson et al.). 

All parameters have the meaning as defined above, the last column of the table gives the estimated realistic 
error in Δ𝑣𝑣∞ according to Anderson et al. 

From the previous it is clear that analogously to other spinning celestial objects (as e.g. neutron stars) rotating 
Earth has to be considered as a natural gyro, too. Equations (107a) to (108b) predict in this case for inward or 
outward moving small bodies in the gravitational field of Earth above both hemisperes a velocity kick parallel to 
 
Table A1. Earth flyby parameters at closest approach for the spacecraft.                                              

Mission v¥ (km∙s-1) h (km) φ1 (deg) φ2 (deg) 
Δv¥ (km∙s−1) 

Observed Predicted Error 

Galileo-I 8.949 960 −12.52 −34.15 3.92 4.12 0.30 

Galileo-II 8.877 303 −34.26 −4.87 −4.60 −4.67 1.00 

NEAR 6.851 539 −20.76 −71.96 13.46 13.28 0.01 

Cassini 16.010 1175 −12.92 −4.99 −2.00 −1.07 1.00 

Rosetta I 3.863 1956 −2.81 −34.29 1.80 2.07 0.03 

M’ GER 4.056 2347 31.44 −31.92 0.02 0.06 0.01 
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the rotational axis and antiparallel to the vector of gravitational acceleration at the poles. Strength and lateral 
extension of these repulsion fields above both hemispheres depend on rotational speed vrot(e) of Earth at the 
equator, direction of spin and Earth’s equatorial cross-section. The latter is determined by the equatorial radius 
Req = 6378 km plus the height of the atmosphere as far as it can be considered as a component of the rotator 
Earth (see also below: Warp of the Milky Way). In the following the utmost range of the homosphere, the Kár-
mán-line, about 100 - 130 km high, is considered to be part of Earth’s rotation radius so that the latter be of 
value ≈6530 km. Thus, and because Earth is spinning anticlockwise, the velocity jump a spacecraft moving on 
an outbound trajectory parallelly to the former’s rotation axis will experience, is according to (108b) of value 

( ) ( )
2

6 12.441 10 km s
1 sin 43.788

rotCC
transaxN R

A

v
v

c
− −= = × ⋅

− 

 

in either hemisphere Note that this result corresponds only roughly numerically with the rather artificial, not 
physically founded constant K = 3.099 × 10‒6 of Anderson et al in the above equation. It is clear that the velocity 
jump refers to the gain or loss of kinetic energy which the flyby spacecraft according to equation (108a) against 
or aligned with Urot will experience. Furthermore, there exists no plausible physical argument to restrict the im- 
pact of the latter onto the craft’s kinetic energy to the hyperbolic excess velocity v∞  of the flyby craft, as in the 
above empirical formula of Anderson et al. Rather should the inertial velocity vi be the decisive physical para- 
meter so that the kinetic energy of the craft at closest approach be 21 2k n iiE mv= , where m denotes mass of the  
latter. Therefore, the energy gain or loss ±Δvi through the diversion field over both hemispheres of spinning  
Earth must be ( ) ( )( )21kinkin ax trans axE vE= ±  if the craft happens to move parallelly to the Earth’s spin axis. This  

implies 

( )
( )

1 2

21 1
2 2

kin ax
i i i trans ax

E
v v v v

m
 

∆ = − = ±  
 

 

so that ( )
1
2i itrans axv v v×∆ = −  for the inbound track and ( )

1
2i itrans axv v v×∆ =  for the outbound course and,  

thus, cancelling each other in the oppositely directed repulsion zones. The oppositely directed vectors of vtrans(ax) 
span 180˚ counting (arbitrarily) from 0 at the southern rotation pole of Earth (+vtrans(ax)) to ‒180˚ at the northern 
rotation pole (‒vtrans(ax)). Thus, all ingoing and outgoing trajectories signed (‒) of the above table I referenced to 
the equatorial plane sum up to (‒180˚+ φ) and the former signed (+) to (‒180˚ ‒ φ), respectively, so that if the 
inbound or outbound trajectory intersects the northern repulsion zone under some angle φ1 ≤ ‒1/2π it is obvious 
that 

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )

( ) ( )

1 2

1 2

cos 180 1
2

1
2

cos 180

cos cos ,

itrans ax trans ax

itrans ax

iv v v

v

v

v

ϕ ϕ

ϕ ϕ

∆ = − × − + + + × − + ×

= × − ×

 

 

and, if φ1 ≤ 1/2π, i.e. the inbound or outbound trajectory intersects the southern repulsion zone: 

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )

( ) ( )

1 2

1 2

cos 180 1
2

1
2

cos 180

cos cos ,

itrans ax trans ax

itrans ax

iv v v

v

v

v

ϕ ϕ

ϕ ϕ

∆ = − × − − + + × − − ×

= × − ×

 

 

too. Thus, the theory explains the empirically found dependence of velocity loss or gain on inbound and out-
bound angle, respectively, of fly by spacecraft in a fully way. 

From the above considerations we receive the general formulation 

( )

( ) ( )
2

1 2
1 cos cos .
21 sin 43.788

erot e
i i

A

v R
v v

c R
ϕ ϕ∆ = −

− 
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But it should be remarked that angles φ1 and φ2 are not coincident with geocentric latitude and, furthermore, 
that the craft’s incident and outgoing straight trajectories are approximations of the in reality hyperbolic trajec-
tories around Earth. Considering this and that angles φ1 and φ2 are referenced to the equatorial plane, whereas 
the incident and outbound angle of the real missions in the above table are referenced to their height above point 
of closest approach, we have to introduce a correction factor k in order to approximately compensate for these 
differences. Depending on the altitude h at closest approach the latter factor has to be calculated for every craft 
individually according to: 

( ) 1 ,e
L S

e

R h
k

R
ϕ ϕ

 +
= − − 

 
 

where φL denotes the larger and φS the smaller of the two angles φ1 and φ2, respectively. Thus, one calculates Δvi 
by replacing the latter in the above formula with 1ϕ′  and 2ϕ′  as follows: 

( ) ( )1 2 1 2cos cos cos cosk kϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ′ ′− = + − −  if φ1 ≈ φ2 (Messenger), 

( ) ( ) ( )1 2 1 1 2 2cos cos cos cosk k kϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ′ ′− = + − − −    if φ1 < φ2 (Galileo-I, Near, Rosetta-I), 

( ) ( ) ( )1 2 1 2 2 1cos cos cos cosk k kϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ′ ′− = + − − −    if φ1 > φ2 (Galileo-II, Cassini). 

With these corrections deliver the above formulae the following results (vi, h, φ1 and φ2 adopted from Ander-
son et al.): 

 
Mission vi (km∙s−1) h (km) φ1 (deg) φ2 (deg) 

Δvi (km∙s−1) 
Factor k Observed Predicted 

Galileo-I 13.740 960 −12.52 −34.15 3.244 3.92 3.95 
Galileo-II 14.080 303 −34.26 −4.87 1.390 −4.60 −4.55 

NEAR 12.793 539 −20.76 −71.96 4.322 13.46 13.48 
Cassini 19.026 1175 −12.92 −4.99 1.456 −2.00 −1.02 

Rosetta-I 10.517 1956 −2.81 −34.29 9.260 1.80 1.70 
M’ GER 10.389 2347 31.44 −31.92 0.176 0.02 0.02 

The Secular Increase of the Astronomical Unit 
From the analysis of the huge wealth of radiometric measurements of distances between Earth and the major 
planets including observations from Mars probes from 1966 to 2003 an unexpected secular increase of Astro-
nomical Unit (AU), the length scale of the Solar System, has been reported by Krasinsky and Brumberg [17], 
who quote 

1d 15 4 m cy .
d
AU

t
−= ± ⋅  

The existence of this centennial AU increase has been confirmed by Standish [18] and Ptjeva [19]. At present, 
there are no explanations able to accommodate such an observed phenomenon in current theory (see e.g. Iorio, 
L., 2005 [20], or, Arakida, H., 2008 [21]). 

According to our previous results must the Galaxy’s latitudenal position in the “northern hemispere” of the S3 

-hypersphere be Α = 43.788˚. In Equations (77b) and (c) it has been shown that the radius of the Schwarzschild 
field outside an isolated spherically symmetric static body from the equator to the cosmic poles must vary in 
dependence on latitude in the S3-three-sphere at ratio 1:(1 − sin Α), and, therewith, the radii of orbits in those 
gravitational fields in the same relation, whereas all other parameters remain constant. Accordingly with the 
south-ward drift of the Sun’s system generally should be associated a gradual increase of the planets’ distances 
from the Sun, too. It is clear that this effect considerably must vary during the Sun’s revolution about the galac-
tic center. Presently the Sun is travelling toward galactic coordinates 276 3l = ±  and 0 33b = ±  of the astro-
physical dipole, i.e. relative to the CMB, whereas the north-ecliptic pole is located at l = 98˚ and b =31˚, i.e. near 
the assumed celestial position of the Universe’s rotation pole (see chapter 11.2.). Thus, the counter-directed spot 
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on the celestial plane directly at the cosmic equator must be positioned at l ≈ 278˚ and b ≈ ‒59˚ galactic coordi-
nates. Sun’s present motion relative to the CMB into longitudinal direction 276 3l = ±  neatly complies with 
the latter due south direction l ≈ 278˚, but her latitudenal direction of motion considerably diverts from latitude-
nal due south b ≈ ‒59˚ by ≈ 90˚. i.e. considering the uncertainties, the difference between the Sun’s real latitu-
dinal direction of motion and latitudinal due south varies from a minimum ≈ 86˚ to a maximum ≈ 92˚. To addi-
tionally complicate the situation the north ecliptic pole does not directly coincide with the cosmic rotation pole 
but is positioned somewhat beyond the former, i.e. the lateral position of the equatorial counter spot respectively 
must then be located somewhat more galactic plane-wards. Taken together, a more realistic difference between 
the Sun’s real latitudinal direction of motion and cosmic equator-wards (south) should be ≈ 87.5˚ - 88˚. We 
chose the first difference implying the velocity of the Sun into the direction of the cosmic equator presently to be 
about 

2 2 12 370 2 370 cos5 32.28 km sEqv −
→ ⋅= × − × = ⋅  

and the distance d travelled in a century according to Equation (110) then would be  

( )

2
4 100 0.347 ly,Eq

Eq ly

v
d

c
γ→

→ = ⋅ =  

where γ ≈ 1. Hence, the above predicted increase of orbital radius in dependence on latitude for Earth can be 
calculated with: 

( )
1dAU 1 sin 1 AU 14.25 m cy .

d 1 sin
A

t A dA
− −

= − = ⋅  − + 
 

AU denotes the well known derived constant, which is approximately the mean distance between Earth and 
the Sun, equal to ≈1.5 × 1011 m and for the very small angle dΑ is calculated: 

( ) 9
9

2 0.34790 90 2.33 10 ,
π 13.4 10
Eq lyd

dA
P
→ −= = × = ×

×
    

where 1/2Ρπ = 13.4 × 109 ly. Note that a difference of 88˚ (see above) would require cos5˚ in the above velocity 
formula to be replaced by cos4˚, which would yield 9.00 m⋅cy‒1. 

It is predicted that this physical effect is also responsible for the recent findings of the Chandra team that more 
distant galaxy clusters (z ≈ 0.55) are much more massive than those at lesser distances (z ≈ 0.05)—which has 
been wrongly interpreted as due to “dark energy” [22]—implying that the former are located more polewards 
spatially. Furthermore, the following two astronomical findings seem to owe their existence to the former effect 
as well.  

The Lopsidedness of Spiral Galaxies 
The so called lopsidedness is a common feature of spiral galaxies, i.e. the mass distribution in disks of spiral 
galaxies is not strictly axisymmetric. It has been found the isophotes to be elongated in one half of the galaxy up 
to ≈ 10% of the radial range, with the highest amplitiude at larger radii (see e.g. Jog, Chanda, J., 2008 [22]). This 
seems to be true for the distribution of all orbiting stars and gas as well and for all kinds of spiral galaxies. A 
convincing physical explanation of this phenomenon has not been found yet, especially for the fact that 
lopdsidedness is observed in most galaxies including the Milky Way. 

According to the preceding an increase of the Milky Way’s disk ordiameter, respectively, on its way toward 
the equator of the S3-hypersphere with velocity vG ≈ 550 km⋅s‒1 of the galactic center relative to the CMB is to 
expect, too. In principle the above considerations referring to the increase of the AU are also applicable to the 
increase of the Galaxy’s disk and the associated lopdsidedness. Considering that the median diameter of our 
home galaxy’s disk be δ ≈ 105 ly and the elapse of time for a complete orbit at this distance be torb ≈ π × δ × 
c/vorb≈ 4.098 × 108 y, where in accord with Equation (64) vorb ≈ 230 km⋅s‒1 orbital velocity of the most periph-
eral stars, furthermore, the orbital velocity after halve an orbit or time 2.049 × 108 y in southward direction in 
the median must increase from 550 km⋅s‒1 to ≈ 550 + 1/2π × 230 = 696.4 km⋅s‒1,the diameter parallel to the 
vector of vG in accord with the above must increase in the order of magnitude 
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( )
1 sin 1 10019.00 ly 10% of .

1 sin
Ad

A dA
δ δ δ

 −
= − = ≈  − + 

 

As in the preceding paragraph in accord with Equation (110) is calculated: 

( )

2 2
4 8 81 696.4 2.094 10 3.385 10 ly,

2
Eq

orbEq ly

v
d t

c c
γ→

→ == = × × = ×  

such that for calculation of angle dΑ applies 

( )
8

9

2 3.385 1090 90 2.27 .
π 13.4 10
Eq lyd

dA
P
→ ×

= = × =
×

    

It is clear that the increase of diameter of the Galaxy due to the increase of the universal centrifugal force FΡ 
towards the three-sphere’s equator cannot be symmetric with respect to the Galaxy’s center. As the above for-
mula shows will the increase of orbit diameter or the elongation effect, respectively, steadily become stronger  
with growing time ( ) ( )π 360orb orbt c vδ α∆ ≈ × × ×  on the Galaxy’s way due cosmic south, where α denotes  

the angle of an orbital section. Thus, we observe in the Galaxy (and all other spirals) an axisymmetric distribu-
tion of all orbiting matter into the global direction of cosmic south. 

The Anomalous Retrograde Perihelion Precession of Saturn 
A thorough analysis of a large number of planetary observations including three-dimensional normal point ob-
servations of the Cassini spacecraft (2004-2006) has recently led to the detection of an anomalous retrograde 
deviation from the general relativistic and Newtonian secular precession ϖ of the longitude of the perihelion of 
Saturn (Pitjeva, E.V., 2008: see Iorio, L. [23]) which amounts to 

( )10.006 0.002 cy .arcsecondsd ''
century

ϖ −= − ± ⋅  

This anomalous retrograde apsidial precession of Saturn cannot be explained by current theory (see extensive 
discussion in [24]). But it is clear that the previously discussed expansion effect of radii of orbits in dependence 
on latitude in the S3 three-sphere with ratio (1 ‒ sinΑ)‒1 will also affect the perihelion advance predicted by gen-
eral relativity for all planets of the solar system, including Saturn, in the order of  

 
( )2

6π
radians,

1

M

a e
ϖ =

−  
where a denotes major half-axis of the orbit-ellipse and e eccentricity of the latter. The reason is that the Satur-
nian major half-axis in a century or about four orbits’ time will according to the above result for the AU of Earth, 
which we directly can apply, grow by 14.25 m × aSat/AU = 140.06 m. Thus, the planet’s orbit will steadily len-
ghten, i.e. the perihelion advance seemingly retard, so that after a century we have 

 
( )( ) ( )2 2

6π 6π
,

1 1

M M

a da e a e
<

+ − −  
where da = 140.06 m. This tiny apparent retrograde perihelion precession can be calculated according to the 
simple relation 

 

( )( )
( )

( )
2

2

16π
1 radians number ,

6π360 1

a eMd da
M a daa da e

ϖ −
= − =

++ −

 
delivering 

1d 0.007095 cy .''ϖ −= −  
It is clear that a much smaller value of dϖ results if dAU/dt = 9.00 m⋅cy‒1 is applied as alternatively calculated 
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above. Of course, is this result not restricted to Saturn, in the contrary: It is equally large (or tiny) for all planets, 
even for circular orbits, since it just reflects the universal steady expansion of all gravitational fields connected 
with the Galaxy and her stars on their present way toward the Cosmic equatorial region. 

Warp of the Milky Way and other Spiral Galaxies 
The majority of the spiral galaxies, including our home galaxy, are warped, i.e. the galaxy’s outer plane deviates 
by some angle from the disk defined by the inner regions. E.g. is according to this definition the disk of the 
Milky Way in its outer parts warped to distances ≤2 kpc from the plane above and below the Galaxy’s disk at 
radius of ≈12.5 kpc on either side of the latter’s center (see e.g. [25]). No current theory can account for the 
orign and maintenance of warps, neither in general nor in some peculiar cases as e.g. of the radio galaxy 3C 449 
with near parallelism of the bipolar jet emanating from the core of the galaxy and the warped disk of the latter 
[26]. Above has been found that the innermost central core of the Milky Way Galaxy can be considered as a 
rigid rotator spinning with about constant angular velocity. The same must be true for most spiral galaxies. And 
because of the previously stated linear connection between the sine of the tilt by angle α of a fast rotator’s axel 
toward the rotation axis of the S3-three-sphere and the former’s rotation velocity so that outside of gravitational 
fields with metric gnm = ηnm be valid 

2

2sin ,trans rotv v
c c

α = =  

it is to expect that this relation for a fast rotating galactic core be valid too. Thus, besides other factors as e.g. the 
latitudenal position, largeness and shape of a galaxy’s warp generally should be dependent on the rotation speed 
of the innermost core as well as on the one of the gravitationally bound disk. Especially a galaxy’s core and disk 
in association with the Schwarzschild mass of its gravitational field, though differentially rotating, must be con-
sidered as bound system which for Foucault’s law and the previously derived relations for rotators in the rotating 
Universe are applicable, likewise as for rigidly spinning ones. The only differences are that the above relation 
for warps becomes to 

sin ,trans rotv v
c c

α = =  

since all spinning material in and with the gravitationally bound disk must after one revolution about the core 
take on vtrans = vrot and, that other than in the case of solid gyros, the edge of the disk will be thinned out with the 
result that these outer parts cannot act as rotator anymore. Considering this, from the previously calculated cube 
of the second cosmic velocity of the Milky Way (Equation (65)) with value 

3
2 2

3 26
2 1

2

2.66 10orb

orb

v c
v

GR
= = ×  

in connection with Newtonian 2
orb orb orbGM R v=  for the rotating core of the former one calculates 

( )
( )

( )

2
26 32

4
2 20

2.66 10
sin 7.46 10

1 sin 2 9 10 1 sin 43.788
trans rotv v
c c A

α −
×

= = = = ×
− × × − 

 

and eventually: α = 0.0427˚. Note that the equated sinα according to the above corresponds very well with 
 4220sin 7.33 10

30000
trans orbv v
c c

α −= = = = ×
 

from the Sun’s orbital velocity in the Milky Way’s disk, i.e. the inner disk itself in general has the same inclina-
tion as the core or, to say it another way, is orientated perpendicularly to the latter. Thus, it is clear that all or-
bital velocities of the disk beyond the Sun’s orbit which according to the above derivated formula (64) 

( )

1
4

2 1 sin
orb

orb R
orb

v Rv
RA→

 
=  

−  
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Exceed ≈ 220 km⋅s‒1 will lead to a larger inclinitation of the disk, i.e. core centered warping of the orbiting ma-
terial off the inner disk plane with value 

( )

1
4

sin ,
2 1 sin

orb R orb

orb

v v R
c RA

α →  
= =  

−  
 

where R > Rorb. The latter Equation delivers for R = 13 kpc sinα = 8.43 × 10‒4, or, α = 0.0483˚, respectively, 
which corresponds very well with the value of angle α which in accord with the previous can be caculated from 
the observational data given above by [26] straightforwardly in the form  

maximal height above Galactic plane at 2 kpcarc sin 0.0489 ,
half circumference at 40.84 kpc

R
R

α
 

= = = 
 

  

where R = 13 kpc has been assumed. Thus, e.g. from the observational data of the radio galaxy 3C 449 [26] can 
be inferred that the latter be positioned at considerably higher cosmic latitude than the Milky Way with the con-
sequence of much more Schwarzschild mass in its exterior field and respective higher rotation velocities of the 
disk. 
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Appendix 5: Discussion of Experiments Referring to the Influence of Spinning  
Gyros or Superconductors on Gravitation 
In the last decades repeatedly attempts have been made to show that gravity can be influenced (screened) by 
spinning gyros including superconductors, though current theory (GR) does not support such an expectation. 
Especially experiments at the end of the last century conducted by Hayasaka and Takeuchi (1989, [1]) and Ha-
yasaka et al. (1997, [2]) found broader attention. In all cases the discovery of a gravity screening effect has been 
claimed, but which could not be confirmed by other experiments without doubt and has been heavily attacked 
from the theoretical side particularly with regard to the impossibility of the claimed screening effect within the 
framework of GR. More recently Tajmar et al. (e.g. 2007 [3], 2008 [4]) reported to have been measuring an un-
explained tiny acceleration, equivalent to an increase of gravity, induced by clockwise rotating supercooled 
rings. The experiments have been conducted to find an enhanced frame dragging effect—with respect to predic-
tions of GR—, which has been proposed by the authors. In later experiments with anticlockwise spinning rings a 
similiar small effect has been found as well [5] [6]. Graham et al. (2008 [7]) conducted a similiar experiment 
with a rotating superconducting lead ring and did not find this effect. It should be noticed that the experiments of 
Tajmar et al. and Graham et al. have been conducted with confined rotors, i.e. in either case was the axle rigidly 
connected with the immovable stator. Through laser beams overhead or nearby of the spinning rotors, thus, pos-
sibly alterations of the dipol field Urot according to (107a)-(e) and (108a) could have been measured. Hayasaka 
and Takeuchi directly measured changes of inertia of rigidly connected though movable stator-rotor systems in 
dependence on rotor speed according to Equations (103) to (106c). Eventually, Hayasaka et al. measured the 
falling time of freely falling movable stator-rotor systems in dependence on rotor speed also according to (103) 
to (106c). 

We discuss those experiments in the framework of the physical notion developed above. 

The Hayasaka Experiments 
In 1989 measured Hayasaka and Tekeuchi at Tohoku university, located in the city of Sendai, Japan, with a 
chemical balance the weight of three clockwise rotating gyros made of different metals, with slightly different 
weight and outer diameters between 5.2 and 5.8 cm. They found in all cases the weight clearly reduced, as 
compared to the gyros at rest. These weight reductions are according to Hayasaka und Tekeuchi also clearly as-
sociated to the gyros’ revolutions in the order of 10‒5 as compared with the gyro’s weight at rest. According to 
Equation (100) should the city daily stay for roughly 6.9 hours within the influence sphere of the cosmic south-
ern rotation pole. This delivers a good explanation why in the northern hemisphere of Earth also clockwise spin-
ning gyros exhibit weight reduction, i.e. that their translational movement is directed towards the cosmic south-
ern pole. Thus, we come to the conclusion that just at the time of the experiments the city of Sendai was directed 
towards the cosmic south pole roughly so that clockwise rotation could result in the southerly directed diversion 
effect (in contrast to this, Hayasaka found in 1997 weight reduction in the case of anticockwise rotation; see be-
low). Therefore, a straightforward Computation on the grounds of the given data is not possible. 

In 1997 Hayasaka et al. in 10 runs have been measuring the time a gyro with diameter 5.8 cm and rotating an-
ticlockwise with 18,000 rpm needs to fall freely distance 1.7 m, as compared to falling times of the non-rotating 
and clockwise rotating gyro. The authors claim to have found Earth’s gravitational acceleration g = 980.0658 gal 
at Sendai in the mean (10 runs) be altered so that in the case of counterclockwise rotation the former decreased 
to gcc = 979.9266 ± 0.0716 gal and at clockwise rotation increased to gc = 980.0678 ± 0.0663 gal. The mean 
values of their differences with respect to g at Sendai are: 

0.1392 0.0716 gal,
  0.0029 0.0663 gal.

cc

c

g g
g g

− = − ±

− = ±
 

Thus, the authors conclude that gc be almost identical with g (zero spinning) and gcc significantly smaller than 
g, being equivalent to a gravity screening effect of ≈ 1/7000. 

According to this theory the authors by chance must have caught a time period open for the cosmic northern 
hemisphere, which at Sendai prevails for about 17 hours daily (see above). In this case—rotation speed 18000 
rpm, gyro’s diameter 5.8 cm, g = 980.0678 gal—the above equations predict for counterclockwise rotation 
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and for clockwise spinning 
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Whereas in the first case theory and experiment well comply, is in the latter case the predicted difference gc ‒ 
g about 10 times larger than the experimental value. But one should notice that the authors possibly, though un-
intentionally, have been prejudiced against a gravitational effect of clockwise rotating gyros because they had 
developed a theory which predicts generation of “anti-gravity” preferentially at counterclockwise spinning [3]. 
This also would explain that the uncertainty of the difference gc ‒ g ≈ 23 times larger than the latter’s value 
0.0029 gal. Note that the mean of experimental value and its uncertainty, i.e. 1/2(0.0029 + 0.0663) = 0.0346 gal, 
pretty fairly matches the theoretical prediction. 

The Tajmar Experiments 
The experimental program started in 2003 and is still going on. The supercooled rotating rings were made of 
superconducting as well as of non-superconducting material, i.e. aluminium (Al), Niob (Nb), YBCO, stainless 
steel and TEFLON with the geometrical proportions (in mm): 

 
Material Diameter Width Height 

Al, Nb, steel 150 6 15 
YBCO, TEFLON 160 15 15 

 
with a fastest rotation of 6500 rpm (∼108.33 rps) [4]. With respect to the repulsion effect it is important to know 
that the rings were fixed to aluminium sample holders with outer diameter 160 mm in the case of the Al (Nb, 
steel)-rings and 165 mm for the YBCO (TEFLON)-ring, which implies a highest rotation speed of 54.45 m⋅s‒1 
for the former and 56.16 m⋅s‒1 for the latter, respectively. The bottom was made of stainless steel. Thus, the 
rings did not rotate freely, but were due to their fast connection with the aluminium sample holder, which itself 
was fixed to the motor’s axle, exchangeable parts of the rigid spinning sample holder, being the gyro. Neither 
mention the authors other geometrical proportions nor the mass of the sample holder. Judging from illustrations 
in [4] and [5] one infers the Al-sample holder’s height be about twice the height of the rings, i.e. ≈30 mm, and 
the width in the case of the Al-ring be 10 mm in the upper part with height 15 mm, whereas the lower part was 
16 mm wide and also 15 mm high. The respective measures of the sample holder for the YBCO-ring must also 
have been about 30 mm, 5 mm and 15 mm, respectively, furthermore, for the lower part 20 mm vs. 15 mm. Thus, 
for the 150 mm-rings we have the relation: volumina of sample-holder/ring ≈ 369/83 and for the 160 mm-rings 
≈ 369/216, respectively. These approximate ratios are needed to derive the mean density ϱm of the respective ro-
tor sytem (sample-holder + ring; see below) according to the relation ( )m sh sh r r sV V V= × + ×   . Eventually 
for the various gyro systems named after the ring material is computed: 

ϱm Al = 2.7, ϱm Nb = 3.78, ϱm Steel = 3.52, ϱm YBCO = 4.3, ϱm TEFLON = 2.48, whereby the bottom of the 
respective system (stainless steel) is negated. 

The rotor systems were spinning alternately clockwise and counterclockwise in vacuum with temperature of 
some Kelvin and probably has this special physical situation—near absolute zero—it rendered measuring the 
diversion effect at such slow rotational speeds. 

The authors found in [4] the rings to exhibit a coupling factor of ≈3 to 5 × 10‒8, when rotating clockwise at 
highest rotational velocity of 6500 rpm, where coupling factor denotes reaction of the fixed measurement de-
vices (laser gyros) versus angular velocity of the rings (in rads−1). i.e. the coupling effect could be seen on the 
sensors (laser gyros), mounted above the rotor, though they are mechanically de-coupled from the spinning sys-
tems. This implies according to the previous that the counter-directed repulsion fields Urot above (below) both 
rotational planes of the respective spinning rotor system have been perceived. The highest coupling factor of ≈5 
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× 10‒8 showed the YBCO-ring and the smallest of ≈2.2 × 10‒8 the Al-ring, whereas the Nb-ring with ≈3.5 – 3.75 
× 10‒8 lay in between (see [4], Figure 8). In a later paper the authors corrected the coupling factor for the 
Nb-ring system to ≈3.2 ± 0.5 × 10‒8 [6]. 

From a comparison of all experimental results at the gyro location in Seibersdorf [6] a shortened overview is 
given, which strongly points to a variability of gravity in dependence on rotational speed, which the authors 
think to be of unknown origin. The data will be analysed below. 

 

Ring Material 
Experimental Coupling Factor (Gyro Output × 10‒8) 

Clockwise Counterclockwise 

Al 2.1 ± 0.8 −2.2 ± 0.5 
Nb 5.7 ± 0.4 4.8 ± 0.5 

YBCO 3.1 ± 0.4 0.3 ± 0.4 
TEFLON 3.4 ± 0.2 −0.5 ± 0.2 

Stainless Steel 3.4 ± 0.5 −4.7 ± 0.9 
 
The sample holders of the Teflon-ring and the steel-ring consisted of the respective same material and of Al in 

the case of all other rings. Notice that all sensors were mounted at radial distance 53.75 mm and, thus, posi-
tioned well within the repulsion zones of the respective rotors. The experiments have been conducted in Seib-
ersdorf (Austria), located at latitude 47˚57'N and, thus, according to Equation (111a) assumably within the per-
manent northern sphere of action of the universal centrifugal force FΡ on the surface of rotating Earth. Therefore, 
with clockwise rotating gyros a seeming increase of weight or gravity basically is to expect. It is clear, that not 
the respective ring but rather the whole system, sample holder + ring, is to interpret as gyro in the sense of the 
preceding, with outer diameter of 160 mm and 165 mm, respectively. Moreover, not a seeming increase of  

gravity has been measured, but of sudden momentum ( )1 21 2 2
trans kin restp c E E−= −  with translational velocity  

vtrans ax, according to (108a) induced through the gyro’s clockwise or anticlockwise rotation and associated re-
pulsion zone Urot above and below the rotor, which for clockwise or counterclockwise spinning, respectively, 
takes the general form: 

( )44

2

 
2

.
1 sin 43.788

rot
trans ax f

transax

mv
p mv

c 
 
 

= =
± 

 

From the experiment’s setup it is obvious that the fixed rotor system has been confined with respect to local 
three-dimensional space, but especially to the gravitational gradient, implying that the rotation speed could not 
induce the rotor’s movement with transverse velocity vtrans according to Equation (100). Instead, owing to the 
latter’s three-dimensional confinement has according to Equation (106) with the onset of its rotation been asso-
ciated an immediate twisting of the rotation axis by angle α towards E4. Therefore, the likewise confined laser 
gyros (fixed to the building) could not sense vtrans but the repulsion field Urot of the gyros momenta. 

From the above it is clear that clockwise rotation induces vtrans with momentum ptrans of the gyro to be paral-
lelly aligned with the gravitational gradient. Because the gyro remains confined to local three-dimensional space 
is the variable factor of momentum ptrans the product ptrans × ϱ alone, whereas volume V of the confined gyro re-
mains constant with the result 

( )
( )

2 2

.trans restkin V
transtrans ax

E E
v v

Vc

−
= =  

i.e. also the gyro’s dipolar repulsion fields Urot will show the respective counterdirected velocities vtrans × ϱ = 
vtrans(ax). The opposite is to expect if the vector vtrans(ax) or momentum ptrans(ax) of the gyro pointsanti-parallelly to 
the gravitational gradient, i.e. if the confined rotor system happens to spin counterclockwise. In this case acts the 
confinement as a counter-force with the result 

( )
( )

2 2

1 .trans restkin V
transtrans ax

E E
v v

Vc
−

−
= =  

Thus, we receive from the latter Equation coupling factor C of Tajmar et al. in the case of clockwise spinning 
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for counterclockwise rotation, respectively, where ϱm denotes mean density of the respective gyro in gcm-3 as 
calculated above and ωrad angular velocity in rad⋅s‒1. 

These formulae deliver with the previously derived rotation speeds of the gyros the rotation speeds according 
to Equations (105a) and (105b) and with the above calculated mean densities of the respective gyros with the 
ring made of:  

 
Ring Material 

Predicted Coupling Factor (Gyro Output × 10‒8) 
Clockwise Counterclockwise 

Al 2.30 1.74 
Nb 3.22 1.24 

YBCO 3.65 1.24 
TEFLON 2.25 2.01 

Stainless Steel 3.00 1.33 

 
Note that the above mentioned former experimental result for Nb (clockwise) of value ≈3.2 × 10‒8 be in better 

accord with theory than the value in the previous overview. Clearly shows up that in this very special physical 
situation clockwise rotation leads to somewhat higher results, as has already been noticed by the authors. 

More recently Tajmar and Plesescu (2009 [6]) have been reporting experimental results from a rotating pot 
made of stainless steel and filled with 30 l liquid helium. The measures of the pot were: outer radius 211 mm, 
inner radius 93.5 mm, outer height 271 mm, inner height 177 mm. The rotational top speed of the pot was 60 
rad⋅s‒1, equivalent to ≈10.26 m⋅s‒1. Inside the pot were 4 fins made of Al and Nb-cylinder with outer radius 93.5 
mm and thickness 5 mm was glued to the lower innermost part of the pot. The three laser sensors were posi-
tioned at the pot’s center and directly beneath the middle of the pot and its utmost circumference (boundary of 
the rotor system). From the latter, which alone is of interest with respect to the full diversion effect, a coupling 
factor of 1.0 ± 0.3 × 10‒9 for clockwise and of ‒0.5 ± 0.3 ×10‒9 in the case of anticlockwise rotation has been 
reported. From the above measures a volume of the pot’s metallic construction of ≈5273 cm3 and, thus, consid-
ering the densities of the employed metals a mean density of ϱm ≈ 1.223 (ϱ of liquid helium = 0.125 kg⋅l‒1) for 
the complete rotor system is calculated in accord with the above relation. Calculation according to the above 
equations delivers for clockwise spinning a coupling factor of 0.37 × 10‒9 and for counterclockwise rotation 1.36 
× 10‒9. Note that the difference of both rotation directions of ≈1 × 10‒9 of the theoretical prediction neatly com-
plies with experimental finding (1.0 ± 0.3 ×10‒9) ‒ (‒0.5 ± 0.3 × 10‒9). Taken together, the experimental results 
of Tajmar et al. and predictions of theory are in good accord. 

The Graham Experiment 
The experiment aimed at the detection of the gravitational effect reported by Tajmar et al., which falsely has 
been interpreted as to be of gravitomagnetic origin. The rotating and superconducting ring of Graham et al. was 
made of high-purity lead with the geometrical proportions (mm): 

 
Outer diameter Width Height 

91 83 38 
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Thus, the rotor was a compact lead cylinder with density 11.635 [7]. From the measures of the cylinder a 
mean density of ϱm ≈ 2.53 of the whole rotor system is computed in accord with the above relations. The authors 
report that the rotor speed was 15 rps in the clockwise direction and 12 rps in the counterclockwise direction, 
which is equivalent to 4.3 m⋅s‒1 and 3.4 m⋅s‒1, respectively, i.e. less than 10‒1 of the rotation speed in the expe- 
riments of Tajmar et al. The result—non-detection of the Tajmar effect—came from an analysis of a run of 5 
minutes clockwise followed by 5 minutes stationary followed by 5 minutes counterclockwise. Due to the very 
slow rotational velocity of the rotor the negative outcome of this experiment is to expect—in accordance with 
the previous. The difference in rotation speed in comparison to the Tjamar experiments implies that the diver-
sion effect in the Graham experiment be about 102 times smaller than in the former. And other than in the former, 
clockwise spinning in the southern hemisphere generally does induce decrease of gravity of value 

2 2 2 2
1 11

2 2 2
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− −×
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Possibly the latter effect could have been detected, but one should notice that in this experiment the sensors 
(laser gyros) were placed in the equatorial plane of the spinning lead cylinder with the result that the rotation 
axis was 195 mm outside the beam path of the laser, whereas the rotor’s radius = 45.5 mm. According to the 
previous should the diversion field induced through the spinning rotor be perceptible above and below the lateral 
dimensions of the latter only. Furthermore, was the experiment carried out at Christchurch, Newzealand, which 
is located at 43˚31'48'' in the southern hemispere of Earth. Thus, according to our findings should this location in 
the course of the day stay for approximately 18 hours within the influence sphere of the cosmic southern rotation 
pole and 6 hours in the influence sphere of the northern one, respectively. In these circumstances are consider-
able additional experimental complications to expect, as has been discussed at some length above.  

Taken together this experiment could by no means meet the requirements for the detection of the cosmic re-
pulsion effect. 
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